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Snipers kill two Lebanese despite cease-fire 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The Leb- 
anese army battled snipers in the 
central mountains and Beirut suburbs 
yesterday despite a cease-fire in the 
three-week-old renewal of the civil 
war. <Two more Lebanese soldiers 
were reported killed. 
Prime Minister Shaiik Wazzan, a 
Sunni Moslem, and his 10-man Cab- 
inet bowed to the demands of the 
Syrians and Druse leader Walid 
Jumblatt and resigned to pave the 
way for a national unity government. 
President Amin Gemayel, a Chris- 
tian, said he asked the 58-year-old 
prime minister to stay on "until the 
features of the new era crystallize, 
and arrangements to usher it in are 
completed." 
The cease-fire agreement mediated 
by Saudi Arabia and the United States 
went into effect at 6 a.m. (midnight 
Sunday EDT), and the army said it 
was holding generally in the central 
mountains southeast of Beirut where 
the army battled Druse and Palestin- 
ian militiamen for three weeks for 
control of the strategic hilltop town of 
Souk el-Gharb. 
BUT ARMY SOURCES said three 
militiamen tried to infiltrate Souk el- 
Gharb about 2W hours after the cease- 
fire, Druse snipers killed two soldiers 
at Kaifoun, less than a mile away, and 
the troops in Kaifoun fired automatic 
rifles and .30-caliber machine guns 
for at least 30 minutes at the snipers 
30 yards away. 
The government's Radio Beirut re- 
ported after nightfall that army posi- 
tions in the mountain village of Kabr 
Chmoun were under fire from rocket- 
propelled grenades and automatic 
rifles, but the government troops 
were not shooting back. 
However, the radio reported army 
troops fired at snipers shooting at 
them from Shiite Moslem neighbor- 
hoods in the Beirut suburbs andabout 
20 military vehicles were spotted at 
sunset headed toward the Druse 
mountain garrison of Baissour. 
In Souk el-Gharb, however, Leb- 
anese soldiers nulled about the ruined 
streets, eating grapes, talking with 
each other and raising clenched fists 
in the victory sign. 
Lt. Pierre Salem, whose platoon 
held the forward position in Kaifoun 
through more than a week of heavy 
fighting, said his men were "happy, 
very happy" when they received word 
of the cease-fire. 
"Now, some rest," he said. 
Record  crowd. . . before and after 
The largest opening day crowd ever attended Saturday's football game at Doyt L. Perry Field which 
featured the University Falcons pitted against the Miami Redskins. The attendance of 24,409 also set the 
record for the second largest gathering in the stadium's history. Brian Barnes (above left), junior geology 
Dq news sio'f/Poircu Scrvfcx 
major, was one of the many Falcon fans that cheered the University team on to a victory over Miami. Gary 
Hackney (above right), freshman liberal arts major and member of the University swim team helped clean 
up after the crowd left Perry Stadium. 
Phone bills to rise. . . again 
by Marcy Grande 
stall reporter 
In February 1964, reactions will 
change when University students and 
city residents see their January phone 
No longer will phone customers' 
eyes pop out when they see the long- 
distance charges. Instead, eyes are 
going to pop out when customers see 
additional charges for services never 
before billed to them and a possible 
increase in local rates. 
Such changes are the expected re- 
sults of efforts by the Public Utilities 
Commission of Ohio and the Federal 
Communications Commission to im- 
prove service quality by enhancing 
competition through deregulation. 
New rulings instituted Dy the two 
commissions will be effective Jan. 1, 
1984 and are supposed to allow other 
telephone companies easier entrance 
into the market, according to Thomas 
Munich, district service manager for 
General Telephone of Ohio. 
"Because of regulations, telephone 
companies were forced to absorb the 
behind-the-scenes costs of labor, pa- 
perwork and maintenance that goes 
into providing various services," Min- 
nich said. "Now that the regulations 
have been lifted, telephone companies 
can charge for these services. Also, 
local and residential service has been 
way undercharged due to federal reg- 
ulations. So that is why local service 
may go up." 
However, the PUCO and FCC also 
ruled to abolish the regulation forcing 
phone companies to divide among 
themselves long distance payments. 
"When someone calls long distance, 
each phone company collects a cer- 
tain percentage of the charge because 
each phone company's equipment is 
used to place the call. But now. the 
"Because of regulations, telephone companies were forced to absorb 
the behind-the-scenes costs of labor, paperwork and maintenance that 
goes Into providing various services." 
— Robert Minnich 
TO CORRECT the undercharging, 
deregulation plans of the PUCO and 
FCC may include ordering telephone 
companies to issue monthly long-dis- 
U.nce "access charges" to each cus- 
tomer. These charges would be $2 to 
f6 per month in addition to another |2 
to 86 access charge applied by the 
state, Minnich said. 
companies won't have to divide up the 
toll," Minnich said. 
Instead, the caller's entire bill 
would be paid to whatever service the 
caller uses. 
As for the optional billing number 
applied to on-campus University stu- 
dents, it was one of the first steps the 
commissions took in deregulation. In 
May of 1982, the FCC okayed GTE's 
proposal to charge for a billing num- 
O0NHDBUNQ Minnich's explana- 
tion, rationale in approving the fee is 
the hope that another toll service 
company will challenge GTE and 
offer the University a lower priced 
and/or better quality toll service. 
For example, in the future, it may 
be possible tor Spruit telephone com- 
pany to provide toll service and re- 
place GTE. 
Since GTE owns Sprint, Minnich 
addressed the possibility of monopo- 
lies when the purpose of deregulations 
is to curb monopolies. 
"Monopolies can be good some- 
times because there would be compe- 
tition for better quality," he said. 
"And when it is all over, competition 
will always prove to be for the bet- 
ter." 
17 students compete 
for USG positions 
by Janet Boyer 
stall reporlei  
Elections for Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government district representa- 
tives will be held tomorrow and 
Thursday. There are 17 people run- 
ning for 10 positions in the six dis- 
According to Karen Washbush, 
USG vice president, the main duty of 
the district representatives is to pre- 
sent the problems of their constitu- 
ents before USG to help find solutions. 
Votes can be cast at election booths 
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow 
and Thursday inMoseley Hall, the 
Business Administration Building and 
the University Union. Also tomorrow 
flight, a booth will be open from 7 p.m. 
to 11 p.m. in the Jerome Library. 
There are five on-campus districts 
and voters will select one candidate 
from their individual districts. 
Running unopposed in District 1 is 
sophomore pre-Law major Stacy Cal- 
Cooperation needed 
PEKING (AP) - Defense Secretary 
Caspar Weinberger said Sunday that 
China and the United States should 
revive their strategic dialogue and 
cooperate militarily to safeguard 
wand peace. 
Weinberger did not mention the 
Soviet Union, but his remarks were 
considered a clear call for resur- 
rection of a U.S.-China dialogue to 
counter what Washington and Peking 
both call Soviet expansionism. 
In his first visit to China, Wein- 
berger also said President Reagan's 
new policy allowing the Chinese to 
import sophisticated technology will 
help them modernize their 4.2 million- 
member army. 
China has been seeking access to 
U.S. technology described as dual-use 
- for military and non-military pro- 
jects. Weinberger is expected to tell 
the Chinese exactly what types of 
technology they can now buy under 
the new guidelines. 
"Close U.S.-China relations and co- 
operation in the strategic area serve 
both our national interests and also 
the interest of world peace and stabil- 
ity," Weinberger said at a banquet 
after his arrival from Tokyo. 
HE SATO he hoped his visit would 
"strengthen the defense component of 
our relationship and provide a basis 
for the further development of ex- 
changes and cooperation between our 
two armed forces." 
A Chinese-U.S. strategic dialogue 
marked the early days of resumed 
diplomatic relations in January 1979. 
But the discussions later lapsed, 
mainly because of China's anger over 
U.S. support for the Chinese National- 
ist regime on Taiwan. Peking consid- 
ers the island a renegade province. 
In his welcoming remarks. Defense 
Minister Zhang Aiping never men- 
tioned the word "strategic" - mean- 
ing unified against the perceived 
Soviet threat - and emphasized what 
be called China's independent foreign 
policy. In contrast, Weinberger used 
the word "strategic" four times. 
Zhang said China is willing to de- 
velop friendship with all countries on 
the basis of what be called peaceful 
coexistence, and will never attach 
itself to any "big power" - meaning 
the United States or Soviet Union. 
Weinberger is the first U.S. defense 
secretary to visit China since Harold 
Brown in January 1980, just after the 
Soviet Union had sent troops into 
Afghanistan, which borders China. 
IN DISTRICT 2 there are three 
people running: Jeff Slater and Jim 
Shingler, freshmen management in- 
formation systems majors, and John 
Palmer, freshman premed major. 
Karen Stevens, sophomore psychol- 
ogy major, is running for representa- 
tive in District 3. Her opponents are 
John Lanson, junior industrial and 
labor relations major, and Aon 
Reeve, sophomore English maior. 
Running unopposed in District 4 is 
sophomore David Pershing, business 
major. 
In District 5, freshman political 
science major Dennis Vicchiarelli is 
running against Rick Foster, fresh- 
man advertising maior, Reginald 
Goolsby, freshman political science 
major, and Brian Ferron, junior mar- 
keting research major. 
Off-campus students will cast five 
votes for their representatives and 
five people are running: Jamie Rag* 
£' ero, junior, Sara Alpay, senior potit- 
il science major, Kelly McCoy, 
freshman, Chrisanne Eastwood, 
SeeUSGpage4  laway. e G  4
Fads highlight decades 
by Tom Reed 
reporter 
In the 50s it was Elvis and the Hula 
Hoop. The 80s produced the Beatles. 
Disco and fitness dominated the 70s, 
and Sony Walkmans and Pac Man 
have become popular in the 80s. 
But exactly what is a fad and why 
do they occur? 
"A fad is something that interests 
many people for a relatively short 
period of time," Dr. Raymond 
Browne, popular culture chairman, 
"Fads of the 50s and 60s seemed to 
be a little bolder than the ones today," 
Dr. George Ward, popular culture 
professor, said. "It wasn't uncom- 
mom to see teenagers jam them- 
selves Into a phone booth or 
Volkswagen." 
For years movies have been a good 
catalyst for fads, Ward said. Audi- 
ences flooded theaters in the 50s to 
watch the first 3-D movies and wear 
colored glasses: but in the 80s. at- 
tempts to recapture the magic of 3-D 
movies with films like Jaws HI met 
with little success. 
Other 80s movie remakes inlcuded 
"The Twighlight Zone" and "Psycho" 
which had cult-like followings, but 
failed to generate the energy they 
supplied in the 60s. 
ELVIS PRESLEY exploded on to 
the music scene in the 50s with his 
rock-n-roU sound, and left a brail of 
broken-hearted women everywhere 
he appeared. 
The British invasion started in the 
60s, when the Beatles arrived in 
America. Never in pop music's brief 
history had a group acquired such a 
faithful following as the four young 
men from Liverpool, Ens. 
Boys cut their hair to look like the 
Beatles. Girls screamed every time 
they saw the group. And, everyone 
rushed to the record shops when there 
was a new Beatles album. 
"I think fads are a good reflection of 
their times," Ward said. "The OOs was 
a very turbulent period, the protests 
over the war and the generation gap 
craze." 
Some of the fads had political imnu- 
cations such as teenagers wearing 
shoulder length hair styles to protest 
American intervention in Vietnam. 
"I can remember when the ROTC 
used to have marches down Wooster 
Street and the 'hippies' would line up 
on both sides of the road to heckle 
them," Browne said. 
See FADS poge4 
-the bottom line- 
Ohio man 
injured in 
Lebanon 
POMEROY, Ohio (AP) - The mother 
of a 19-year-old Marine private in- jured in Lebanon said yesterday her 
son's military service was something 
he "wanted to do for his country." 
Pfc. Mark Boyd, 19, of Poroeroy, 
was injured in fighting in Lebanon 
just before a cease-fire was an- 
nounced at midnight Sunday. His 
mother, Annette Boyd, also of Pome- 
B, said be was wounded in the arm, 
the extent of his injury was not 
known. 
"It's something he wanted to do for 
his country," Boyd said. "He had 
talked about joining the Marines for a 
long time ana he even enlisted a year 
before graduating from high school." 
She said she was told of Boyd's 
injuries Sunday when two Marines 
showed up at her door. 
Mark Boyd was assigned to the Ace 
Battalion of the Marine peace-keep- 
ing force in Beirut, his mother said. 
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(ESPNI   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING     ^n» Columb-a Cup     Ittom 
TnCdiat   WMlt I   |Rl 
1 OO 
O MOVIE   * * *    A Caw 0* 
Rapa 119741 EUaoath Mont 
goma<y Ronny COa 
CD LATE NIGHT WITH 
OAVIO LETTERMAN Guaati 
vngar Ronnw Spactor w>.tar 
conwxMn Don Novoao i 'athar 
Guido Sardueci   I 
1:30 
D) NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
1:46 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
2:00 
NEWS 
MOVIE  *#•     Tha Roanng 
Tw*nt*«    M939) JamaaCagnay 
Humphray Bogart 
(EBPNI    HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (Rl 
m*Cl MOVIE **• Ghoai 
Story II9B1) Erod Aataxa John 
Houaaman 
2:30 
BB CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
CD NEWS 
IESPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE IRI 
3:00 
O CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH lio.nad In 
WHO MM 
4 OO 
liSPH) AUTO RACING    SCCA 
Sup*rw#*t        IfeaMI     LPMMMIM 
Ohi.ii  (Rl 
(TMCI MOVIE • * I m 0— 
■mi A. **M A. I Can I19B7I Ml 
famfcHBTI   N-i- W*i*mw<n 
s: 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
6 30 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING 
WEEKLY (R, 
B OO 
IESPHI SPORTSCENTER 
BIB 
(ESPN)   SOCCER   IN   AMERl 
CAIRI 
B4S 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
BOO 
IESPH)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING     Tha Cnkanh.* f,,i     HnHtl 
TtiCitwt Waah I (Ri 
lOtOO 
IESPHI HORSE RACING 
WEEKLY (R) 
10 30 
(ESPN) SPORTSWOMAN IRI 
11 OO 
(CtPH) AUTO RACING SCCA 
Supatvoot Ihom laamgton 
Oa-o)  IB) 
1230 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL     Tha Slarhng Cup 
Car 11 on v»  Richmond 
2O0 
(ESPN)     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (R) 
2 SO 
(E9PN) HORSESHOW JUMP- 
ING    mtarnatronal Oorby    Ibom 
Nawport  R I I  (Rl 
4JO 
■fPNI AUTO RACING    'or 
muta I   Itahan  Grand  Prtt     Ihom 
Morua  iiah-i  (Rl 
DAYTIME MOVMS 
BOO 
(TWO*** Tamptrti (1982) 
John Caaaawatat Gona Row 
landa 
BSO 
(TlaCl * # 'i Choc* 01 Arma 
(1982) YVM Montana Cathorawa 
Donowvt 
10 30 
fTMC)    * 4       Haaowaan    II 
(19BU  Jam* Laa Cutl*   OonaM 
Plaaaanca 
12:00 
CD      * * *      Tha Pink   JungN 
(19681 JamaaGarnar  l.»««ui 
(TMCI  **      Start'tuct     119821 
JoRannady  RoatO Donovan 
1:O0 
CD      **'-      BantMo     H9o6l 
RoOatt MitcHum  Urauta Th*»a 
2:00 
(TMCI      * * Parlo-manca 
II970I JamaaFoa Mck Jaggar 
4:00 
(D     * *     Eacort Wait     II9S9I 
Vtctor Mature  ElatnaSiawart 
(TMCI   * * ' t      Anga-   And   Tha 
•adman      119471   Jonn   Wayna 
Ga-ButM* 
EVENING 
OOCDC 
D8 WHEEL 
CD      MAC* 
eoo 
 | NEWS 
I OF FORTUNE 
NEIL      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
S HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
THE      MEETING     WILL 
COME TO ORDER 
(EBPNI SPORTSWEEK 
(TMC)   MOVIE   * * '.      Choc* 
0* Atma   119921 V*M Mordand 
Catharx*   Oanauva    An  aacapad 
prraonar   lakat   •   horsa   braaoat 
and hit w4a hoaiaga m a daapar 
ate hid lor I 
BSO 
CD CD ess NEWS 
CD NBC NEWS 
i ABC NEWS C3 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BUSINESS REPORT 
IESPH)    BUI     DANCE     OUT- 
DOORS 
7O0 
O     CO)     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT  (tank*  Avaron tafti 
jhutM     Li-     ....#11. i.ai     act    and 
IBMMMRJ HMIMl   I ««*d Martm 
kmk% at mum Wottatny 
_  HAWAII FIVE-O 
0) FAMILY FEUO 
CD LITTLE   HOUSE  ON  THE 
PRAIRIE 
CD BUSINESS REPORT 
GEM-A-S-H 
CD      MACNEIL      /      LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7  30 
CD    P M      MAGAZINE    0~ > 
OrDrilMIlt*    *'H-ly   I**    P«HMBl 
lrii.ii Vi-nMn    0h«    twonly l*o 
»MM DM motlH »om OalM an 
inim.-n w-th Smnkay Horxntim 
CD CD THREE  SCOMPANV 
S BARNEY MILLER 
WINE.     WHAT     PLEA- 
SURE J.nlandet Colony 
PtiHpt   lalff- andlyflon Sptmut 
l- td 
Manvmilti i* Int/r- i\ "ii(-.*-nt 
IESPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE 
BOO 
O CD MAGNUM. P.I iSaa 
ion Prem*iei Higgmt launchaa an 
emergency tea mtivon lo raacua 
Magnum who haa ti—n in ended 
maai from ahora by a itrong cur 
rani 
O GLENN GOULD PLAYS 
BACH Tha Canadian p*n>ti 
hott* tha laat of thraa programi 
ai wh.ct. ha interpret* tha langa 
and depth ol tha muvc compotad 
by iha renowned Johann Sabai 
nan Bach 
CD GIMME A BREAK ISaaeon 
Pramtara) Jut* llauri Hand*. I 
Iran to meal pop muav «ar Andy 
Grbb whan ha coma* to Glanrawn 
CD TRAUMA CENTER Cutter 
pprtorma amargancv aurgary on 
Hunt ect .dam wctan How* Mun 
ton   IDowg   Barrl     iTha   caat   o« 
The'e» Guy    guaati IQ 
CD   S    SNEAK    PREVIEWS 
Heal   Gabkar   and   Jeffrey   lyona 
hoat an mfofmatrwa look at what a 
new at tha movwe 
CD A WOMAN CALLED 
GOLDA Ingrid Bergman itart m 
tha atory of Gotda Ma- a hfa from 
har early day* m Milwaukee to ha* 
tnurnphant maatmg at lt-eek 
Pnma Mmtitai wnh Egyptum 
Praardant Anwar Sadat IPaii D 
(TMCt MOVIE ** Star 
amxa IIB82I JoKannady Roaa 
0 Donovan A teen age Auatrakan 
gal nrvje matant lama at a punk 
lock amgar whan her manager 
coutwn atagaa a darmg pubhoty 
tluni 
BSO 
CD MAMAS FAMILY iSaaaon 
Pitmenl    Mama    n*t    lo   aeva 
Butt   end   Son* i   achool   danca 
wlwan    iha   tcheduHd   punk-rock 
band larM to ahow up 
CD CITY LEAGUE REVIEW 
CD  RIO   BARBER   REMEM- 
BERS Veteran baeobeH announc- 
er Bad Barber deac/rbe* how h* 
caraar devatopad 
B:O0 
CD • SIMON a. SIMON 
ISaaaon Praanraral A j and Rtcfe 
Hy 10 dae> a 'natter rr*gtc*n 
(Donald 0 Connorl chargad w#h 
murdermg a laaom •tuftroniai 
CD HOME FIRES m it* mrW 
of landing io tha oi*> ol hotpnal 
■ fed waiarana Ta"y IWandy 
Crawaonl * rawneiad *>ih a hrgh 
achool *t*nd (R<hard G/aenblait) 
CD WE GOT IT MADE MVh 
•y i lata hours teen, watdrobe 
end auddan wealth cauea Jay and 
Oewd to become tuaprcioua 
CD 9 TO 6 ISaaaon Piamaael 
Hart aaka a awprraad VrokH to 
poaa  at  twa   wda  at  h*  co—ga 
CD   0)   JAZ2   IN   AMERICA 
Oi//y      Gillaipie Pamnio 
dR.«*ra fd Sherry Varar* 
Capara lom CampbrHl Tom 
Macintosh fcAchaet MowaB and 
Ray Brown pm Ofry GrAssp* m a 
lota song tasaron » Concert! by 
iha Saa »< Bawtondo Beach Cakl 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Pesnuai AiaruU I Lenny Vatda/ 
lOtntavd S«>er Bantamw-.ghi 
IMMII ihw« bom las Vegas  Hew I 
BSO 
CD CHEERS ISaaaon Pram*ral 
Sam and Diane s newly Started 
romance Ml -nto problems upon 
iha- arrival at har epaifmani 
CD IT S NOT EASY (Prem-rel 
A man IKrm Howard! and hit a. 
wrfa iCarlnr* Welkins) who * 
now m*r*d lo har second hut 
lien.1 IBerl (..«.,i kva on lha 
tama tlrr—I to share cutiody ol 
thaa chadren 
10 OO 
O CD KNOTS LANDING 
(Season Pram*ral Gary ilal*s 
AMiy and ral.isat to l-e delense 
atiomay Milch Casey iBatry 
Pranusl as he attempts io cwar 
•wmeaM of Or s murder 
O THE NATIONAL / JOUR- 
NAL 
CD LIVE ANO IN PERSON 
Sarwly Gakm hosts the laai of 
thraa calabrity packed antarta^ 
mam specials to ba broadcast 
"va and leaturmg lha Inasa Of A 
Chorus ima at Haw Voni C.ty s 
Shubswi Theatre 
CD 20/ 20 
CD FARMWlfE A look ai lha 
tola Ol a larmwrfe and haw«g an 
active part m running iha larm as 
opposed io rust baatg marrrad io a 
far mar 
CD NEWS 
CD BISHOP LUERS. SWING 
CHOIR CONTEST Tha hnala ol 
the 9th annual competition for 
•ugh acheol «*nng chorra ara 
f-ghkghtad 
(TMCI MOV* * * I m Dane 
mg At fast As I Can (19921 J« 
Claybutgh Nwol W* erne on Tha 
story of a woman s batt* with 
Vakum adOVcnon * terd    R 
11 OO 
O CD CD CD MEWS 
CD MATTERS OP LIFE AND 
DEATH CantrakaFaa Tharaa- 
•danta of ma amaa town of Can- 
ttafca     Pa    continue   to   struggle 
•nth an out-o*-cona-ol unda»- 
ground ma* '»a wh-ch haa 
rhraatnad tha* i.vet and than 
proparty lor tha paat JO yaata 
tTWlKJHTZONE 
TIMEOUT 
11:06 
QNEWS 
11:30 
(MAUDE 
TRAPPER JOHN, MO 
Goruo and hra panent (D-ck Gau 
liar) an author of sad help books 
become lha largeta of death 
rhraats (Hi 
CD TONIGHT Guaai boat Joan 
Nrvart Guam Davd Brenner 
Joan Coffins  ErmeBombeca 
SABC NEWS NlGHTLINE 
CD LATENIGHT  AMERI- 
CA Guesti   ■>   Dan Haay   pav- 
chologrti   lafks about h* book 
Tha Pete- Pan Syndrome 
vnVch aMMams why some man 
navargrowup John BartKM. lor - 
mar star ol Baal Paopla and 
present producer of Showtime 
rMcueees iha -ssue of gattavg 
' craatiniy back mfO commararaf 
lasawiiron 
CDTWKIGHTZONE 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11 40 
CD MOVIE *** Maaela m 
Tha Ra* 11964) Jam Wyman. 
Van Johnson A young stacker and 
a lonely woman laa m love only lo 
ba separated by war 
11:44. 
IESPH)      NPL'S      GREATEST 
MOMENTS     1963 NFL Cham 
ptonsftop       Gtanii   va    Bears      / 
l»«5Pec*ertHUgfwghit    IBI 
1240 
CD HAWAII FIVE-O 
CD THREE STOOGES 
(TMCI    MOVIE    *••       Tarn 
pa«l      1199})   John   Cassavetes 
Ciena Rowlands 
12:30 
CD      LATE       NIGHT      WITH 
OAVIO   LETTERMAN Guaai 
(omad*nne actress Sandra Barn 
hard 
CD JIMMY SWAGGART 
11l40 
CD MOVIE •* i, Woman At 
Wast Pimi |19'9I imda Purl 
Andrew Skavans 
12 46 
IESPNI BILLIARDS (R) 
lOO 
O MOVIE  * * *      If* Sevan 
Upa    119741 Rny Scheader   Tony 
Io Bianco 
CD LATE NIGHT WITH 
OAVID LETTERMAN Guaai 
cometkanne eclrest Sandra Barn 
1 30 
CD NBC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
1.46 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
2:O0 
CD NEWS 
CD    MOV*    * * '.        Scudde 
Hoo>  ScuddaHay'     I194BI June 
Hawar   ion McCawsiar 
(ESPNI SPORTSWEEK (Rt 
2 SO 
CD CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
CD NEWS 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING    For 
mu*  I  I taken Gtand Pru     (bom 
Moma  itah.)  IB) 
(TMC)   MOVIE   * * H      C he*:. 
Ol Aima   119921 Vwa Moniand 
Caihar** Oanawwa 
3:00 
CD CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH     (Joined     In 
Progress) 
9>**V. 
.   **•• 
*9>H 
. . ** 
. . #H 
.   . .   9> 
THE HUTCH 
PET SHOP 
* over 25 varieties of exotic fish 
2 for the price of 1! 
* 10 gallon tanks only $5.99 
Bring this ad and 
receive 25*7o off 
any complete 
aquarium set-up 
1011 S. Main 352-8459 
Across from MurphyMart 
N0.1 IN TEST 
PREPARATION 
OASSCS rOOWNQ MOW AT 
ShWM lv«>UIH 
•OUCiiriOMAL CINTM 
MNmo'Seiowi 
Smo>i«M 
C* D»yt Eva* S 
Wwkandt 
536-3701 
3550 Seec Ho. 
Sji'e 201 
Classes forming at: 
Stanley H. Kaplan 
Ed. Center 
Call Days, Evenings &, 
Weekends 
536-1701 
3550 Secor Rd. 
Suite 201 
Toledo, Ohio 
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Snipers kill two Lebanese despite cease-fire 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - The Leb- 
anese army battled snipers in the 
central mountains and Beirut suburbs 
yesterday despite a cease-fire in the 
three-week-ola renewal of the civil 
war.-Two more Lebanese soldiers 
were reported killed. 
Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan, a 
Sunni Moslem, and his 10-man Cab- 
inet bowed to the demands of the 
Syrians and Druse leader Walid 
Jumblatt and resigned to pave the 
way for a national unity government. 
President Amin Gemayel, a Chris- 
tian, said he asked the 58-year-old 
Eirime minister to stay on "until the 
eatures of the new era crystallize, 
and arrangements to usher it in are 
completed." 
The cease-fire agreement mediated 
by Saudi Arabia and the United States 
went into effect at 6 a.m. (midnight 
Sunday EDT), and the army said it 
was holding generally in the central 
mountains southeast of Beirut where 
the army battled Druse and Palestin- 
ian militiamen for three weeks for 
control of the strategic hilltop town of 
Souk el-Gharb. 
BUT ARMY SOURCES said three 
militiamen tried to infiltrate Souk el- 
Gharb about 2 H hours after the cease- 
fire. Druse snipers killed two soldiers 
at Kaifoun, less than a mile away, and 
the troops in Kaifoun fired automatic 
rifles and .30-caliber machine guns 
for at least 30 minutes at the snipers 
30 yards away. 
The government's Radio Beirut re- 
ported after nightfall that army posi- 
tions in the mountain village of Kabr 
Chmoun were under fire from rocket- 
propelled grenades and automatic 
rifles, but the government troops 
were not shooting back. 
However, the radio reported army 
troops fired at snipers shooting at 
them from Shiite Moslem neighbor- 
hoods in the Beirut suburbs andabout 
20 military vehicles were spotted at 
sunset headed toward the Druse 
mountain garrison of Baissour. 
In Souk el-Gharb, however, Leb- 
anese soldiers milled about the ruined 
streets, eating grapes, talking wttfc 
each other and raising clenched Asts 
in the victory sign. 
LL Pierre Salem, whose platoon 
held the forward position in Kaifoun 
through more than a week of heavy 
fighting, said his men were "happy, 
very happy" when they received word 
of the cease-fire. 
"Now, some rest," he said. 
Record  crowd. . . before and after 
The largest opening day crowd ever attended Saturday's football game at Doyt L. Perry Field which 
featured the University Falcons pitted against the Miami Redskins. The attendance of 24,409 also set the 
record for the second largest gathering in the stadium's history. Brian Barnes (above left), junior geology 
Dg news staff/Patrick So'vlor 
major, was one of the many Falcon fans that cheered the University team on to a victory over Miami. Gary 
Hackney (above right), freshman liberal arts major and member of the University swim team helped clean 
up after the crowd left Perry Stadium. 
Phone bills to rise. . . again 
by Morcy Grande 
stall reporter 
In February 1964, reactions will 
change when University students and 
I residents see their January phone 
No longer will phone customers' 
eyes pop out when they see the long- 
distance charges. Instead, eyes are 
going to pop out when customers see 
additional charges for services never 
before billed to them and a possible 
increase in local rates. 
Such changes are the expected re- 
sults of efforts by the Public Utilities 
Commission of Ohio and the Federal 
Communications Commission to im- 
prove service quality by enhancing 
competition through deregulation. 
New rulings instituted by the two 
commissions will be effective Jan. 1, 
1984 and are supposed to allow other 
telephone companies easier entrance 
in to the market, according to Thomas 
Minnich, district service manager for 
General Telephone of Ohio. 
"Because of regulations, telephone 
companies were forced to absorb the 
behind-the-scenes costs of labor, pa- 
perwork and maintenance that goes 
into providing various services," Min- 
nich said. "Now that the regulations 
have been lifted, telephone companies 
can charge for these services. Also, 
local and residential service has been 
way undercharged due to federal reg- 
ulations. So that is why local service 
may go up." 
However, the PUCO and FCC also 
ruled to abolish the regulation forcing 
phone companies to divide among 
themselves long distance payments. 
"When someone calls long distance, 
each phone company collects a cer- 
tain percentage of the charge because 
each phone company's equipment is 
used to place the call. But now. the 
commissions took in deregulation. In 
May of 1982, the FCC okayed GTE's 
1 to charge for a billing nunv 
17 students compete 
for (JSG positions 
"Because of regulations, telephone companies were forced to absorb 
the behind-the-scenes costs of labor, paperwork and maintenance that 
goes into providing various services." 
— Robert Minnich 
TO CORRECT the undercharging, 
deregulation plans of the PUCO and 
FCC may include ordering telephone 
companies to issue monthly long-dis- 
U.nce "access charges" to each cus- 
tomer. These charges would be $2 to 
$6 per month In addition to another $2 
to $6 access charge applied by the 
state, Minnich said. 
companies won't have to divide up the 
toD," Minnich said. 
Instead, the caller's entire bill 
would be paid to whatever service the 
caller uses. 
As for the optional billing number 
applied to on-campus University stu- 
dents, it was one of the first steps the 
CONSIDERING Minnlch's explana- 
tion, rationale in approving the fee is 
the hope that another toll service 
company will challenge GTE and 
offer the University a lower priced 
and/or better quality toll service. 
For example, in the future, it may 
be possible for Sprint telephone com- 
pany to provide toll service and re- 
place GTE. 
Since GTE owns Sprint, Minnich 
addressed the possibility of monopo- 
lies when the purpose of deregulations 
is to curb monopolies. 
"Monopolies can be good some- 
times because there would be compe- 
tition for better quality," he said. 
"And when it is all over, competition 
will always prove to be for the bet- 
ter." 
by Janet Boyer 
stotl reporter  
Elections for Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government district representa- 
tives will be held tomorrow and 
Thursday. There are 17 people run- 
ning for 10 positions in the six dis- 
According to Karen Washbush, 
USG vice president, the main duty of 
the district representatives is to pre- 
sent the problems of their constitu- 
ents before USG to help find solutions. 
Votes can be cast at election booths 
open from 8 a.m. to 5 pan. tomorrow 
and Thursday inMoseley Hail, the 
Business Administration Building and 
the University Union. Also tomorrow 
night, a booth will be open from 7 p.m. 
to 11 p.m. In the Jerome Library. 
There are five on-campus districts 
and voters will select one candidate 
from their individual districts. 
Running unopposed in District 1 is 
sophomore pre-Law major Stacy Cal- 
Cooperation needed 
PEKING (AP) - Defense Secretary 
Caspar Weinberger said Sunday that 
China and the United States should 
revive their strategic dialogue and 
cooperate militarily to safeguard 
world peace. 
Weinberger did not mention the 
Soviet Union, but his remarks were 
considered a clear call for resur- 
rection of a U.S.-China dialogue to 
counter what Washington and Peking 
both call Soviet expansionism. 
In his first visit to China, Wein- 
berger also said President Reagan's 
new policy allowing the Chinese to 
import sophisticated technology will 
help them modernize their 4.2 million- 
member army. 
China has been seeking access to 
U.S. technology described as dual-use 
- for military and non-military pro- 
jects. Weinberger is expected to tell 
the Chinese exactly what types of 
technology they can now buy under 
the new guidelines. 
"Close U.S.-China relations and co- 
operation in the strategic area serve 
both our national interests and also 
the interest of world peace and stabil- 
ity," Weinberger said at a banquet 
after his arrival from Tokyo. 
HE SATO he hoped his visit would 
"strengthen the defense component of 
our relationship and provide a basis 
for the further development of ex- 
changes and cooperation between our 
two armed forces." 
A Chinese-U.S. strategic dialogue 
marked the early days of resumed 
diplomatic relations In January 1979. 
But the discussions later lapsed, 
mainly because of China's anger over 
U.S. support for the Chinese National- 
ist regime on Taiwan. Peking consid- 
ers the island a renegade province. 
In his welcoming remarks, Defense 
Minister Zhang Aiping never men- 
tioned the word "strategic" - mean- 
ing unified against the perceived 
Soviet threat - and emphasized what 
he called China's independent foreign 
policy. In contrast, Weinberger used 
the word "strategic" four times. 
Zhang said China is willing to de- 
velop friendship with all countries On 
the basis of what he called peaceful 
coexistence, and will never attach 
itself to any "big power" - meaning 
the United States or Soviet Union. 
Weinberger is the first U.S. defense 
secretary to visit China since Harold 
Brown in January 1980, just after the 
Soviet Union had sent troops into 
Afghanistan, which borders China. 
IN DISTRICT 2 there are three 
people running: Jeff Slater and Jim 
Shingler, freshmen management in- 
formation systems majors, and John 
Palmer, freshman preened major. 
Karen Stevens, sophomore psychol- 
ogy major, is running for representa- 
tive in District 3. Her opponents are 
John Lanson, junior industrial and 
labor relations major, and Arm 
Reeve, sophomore English major. 
Running unopposed in District 4 is 
sophomore David Penning, business 
major. 
In District 5, freshman political 
science major Dennis Vicchiarelll it 
running against Rick Foster, frsati 
man advertising major, Reginald 
Goolsby, freshman political science 
major, and Brian Ferron, junior mar- 
keting research major. 
Off-campus students will cast five 
votes for their representatives and 
five people are running: Jamie Rug- 
g'ero, junior, Sara Alpay, senior pottt- 
al science major, Kelly McCoy, 
freshman, Chrisanne Eastwood, 
See USG page 4  laway.
Fads highlight decades 
by Tom Reed 
reporter 
In the 50s it was Elvis and the Hula 
Hoop. The 60s produced the Beatles. 
Disco and fitness dominated the 70s, 
and Sony Walkmans and Pac Man 
have become popular in the 80s. 
But exactly what is a fad and why 
do they occur? 
"A fad is something that interests 
many people for a relatively short 
period of time," Dr. Raymond 
Browne, popular culture chairman, 
said. 
'Tads of the 50s and 60s seemed to 
be a little bolder than the ones today," 
Dr. George Ward, popular culture 
professor, said. "It wasn't uncom- 
mom to see teenagers jam them- 
selves into a phone boom or 
Volkswagen." 
For years movies have been a good 
catalyst for fads, Ward said. Audi- 
ences flooded theaters in the 50s to 
watch the first S-D movies and wear 
colored glasses: but in the 80s. at- 
tempts to recapture the magic of 3-D 
movies with films like Jaws HI met 
with little success. 
Other 80s movie remakes inlcuded 
"The Twighlight Zone" and "Psycho" 
which had cult-like followings, but 
failed to generate the energy they 
supplied in the 60s. 
ELVIS PRESLEY exploded on to 
the music scene in the 50s with his 
rock-n-roll sound, and left a trail of 
broken-hearted women everywhere 
he appeared. 
The British invasion started in the 
60s, when the Beatles arrived in 
America. Never in pop music's brief 
history had a group acquired such a 
faithful following as the four young 
men from Liverpool, Ens. 
Boys cut their hair to look like the 
Beatles. Girls screamed every time 
they saw the group. And, everyone 
rushed to the record shops when mere 
was a new Beatles album. 
"I think fads are a good reflection of 
their times," Ward said. "The Ms was 
a very turbulent period, the protests 
over the war and the generation gap 
crate." 
Some of the fads had political impli- 
cations such as teenagers wearing 
shoulder length hair styles to protest 
American intervention in Vietnam. 
"I can remember when the ROTC 
used to have marches down Wooster 
Street and the 'hippies' would line np 
on both sides of the road to heckle 
them," Browne said. 
See FADS page 4 
-the bottom line- 
Ohio man 
injured in 
Lebanon 
POMEROY, Ohio (AP) - The mother 
of a 19-year-old Marine private in- 
jured in Lebanon said yesterday ber 
son's military service was something 
he "wanted to do for his country." 
Pfc. Mark Boyd, 19, of Pomeroy, 
was injured in fighting in Lebanon 
just before a cease-fire was an- 
nounced at midnight Sunday. His 
mother, Annette Boyd, also of Pome- 
roy, said be was wounded in the arm, 
but the extent of his injury was not 
known. 
"It's something be wanted to do for 
his country," Boyd said. "He had 
talked about joining the Marines for a 
long time ana he even enlisted a year 
before graduating from high school." 
She said she was told of Boyd's 
injuries Sunday when two Marines 
showed up at her door. 
Mark Boyd was assigned to the Ace 
Battalion of the Marine peace-keep- 
ing force In Beirut, his mother said. 
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editorial 
Fans'support 
lead to victories 
Tt was a Saturday afternoon fit for a football game. And 
lanyone who attended Saturday's Bowling Green-Miami 
football game witnessed an occurrence that has not taken 
place for a decade - a Falcon victory over the Redskins. 
It was a long-awaited relief to gain that sought-after 
victory, and the community, players and fans relished the 
moment. It was wonderful to see a Perry Stadium record 
throng attend the game, and the University certainly shed a 
fine light on any visitors to the campus. 
But do not let the spirit and enthusiasm end with one game. 
BG football earned a very important victory with the 
triumph over the Redskins, and the fans played just as 
important a part in the victory as the players and coaches. 
Players cherish the thought of playing before loud and 
exuberant home fans, and Saturday's crowd was at its finest. 
Last year, BG came home with championships in six differ- 
ent sports, and there is no reason the feat can't be repeated 
this year. 
Fan enthusiasm is at a peak, and it is time for the whole 
community to take pride in Falcon athletics. This is some- 
thing that can only be accomplished through supporting the 
various athletic events. 
So, get out and support Falcon athletics, and be a part of 
the winning tradition. Be an active part of the "College of. 
Champions." 
Coalition 21 holds pros, cons 
Washington tells troops 
butts won't be shot off 
by Art Buchwmld 
The most important thing to do 
before you send men into combat is 
explain to them why you want them 
there. 
I would bate to be the briefing 
officer on a Marine amphibious ship 
explaining to the troops why they are 
being sent into Beirut. 
"All right, men, let's knock if off. I 
am here to explain your mission for 
the next few months. You are being 
sent into Beirut as a peacekeeping 
mission. Any questions?" 
"Yes, sir. what's a peacekeeping 
mission?" 
"It is a mission by which a neutral 
power stations troops in a volatile 
area to keep the various factions from 
killing each other until a government 
can become strong enough to defend 
itself. Now you people will take up 
positions around the Beirut airport 
down here on the low ground. Up here 
in the hills overlooking the airport are 
members of the Druse sect armed 
with heavy artillery, mortars and 
snipers. Over here are the Christian 
Phalangist militia, also heavily 
armed. The Christians are also in this 
Cof Beirut next to the airport, and 
lem forces, not to be confused 
with the the Druse, have control of 
this part of Beirut. Intelligence also 
indicates mere are 1,000 FLO troops 
who returned to the area since Israel 
pulled out of the city to this position 
down here. Is that dear?" 
"Sir, are we supposed to keep the 
peace between all of them?" 
"That's your mission. But you can 
only do this by remaining in the 
Beirut airport area." 
"If they all have the high ground 
and we have the low ground, how do 
we keep the peace?" 
"You will not be alone. We have a 
large naval task force off the beaches 
that will cover you." 
"Cover us from what?" 
"Artillery and mortar fire from the 
hills, as well as snipers in the city. We 
now have the authority to use air 
power when you become a target of 
one of the dissident factions." 
"You mean we're sitting ducks?" 
"It means you will dig in as deep as 
you can until President Reagan, your 
C^>mmander-in-Chief, can arrange a 
cease-fire between the Druse, the 
Christian Phalangists, the present 
Qemayel government army and the 
Syrians. Once this cease-fire is ar- 
ranged and holds and a new gover- 
nment coalition of the various 
antagonists can be formed, you will 
be permitted to leave." 
''Why are we called a peacekeeping 
force if we can't use our guns to keep 
"Because, since you are designated 
as such, the president has the author- 
ity to keep you there as long as he 
deems necessary. IT you are sent in as 
a combat force, the war Powers Act 
has to be put into effect and the 
Congress may dictate foreign policy. 
Technically the U.S. Marines have 
been engaged in 'hostilities,' but the 
White House cannot admit that with- 
out giving up the president's exec- 
utive powers. Is that clear?" 
"No, sir." 
"Good. We will continue. As a 
peacekeeping force your mission is 
not to take sides in a family dispute. 
What Is going on now is the Druse, 
Moslems and Christians are settling 
old scores that go back hundreds of 
years. They have committed atroci- 
ties against each other for centuries. 
If Washington can get them all to sit 
around a table and forget the past, we 
can bring peace to the Middle East" 
"And B Washington cant we get 
our butts shot off. 
"I can assure you Washington has 
no intention of your getting your butts 
shot off. If we wanted to, we could 
waste Lebanon in 10 minutes. Okay, 
you know all you need to as to what 
your mission is. Now remember, 
men, hold your fire. As a peacekeep 
ing force you can't afford to get mad 
at anybody." 
Art Buchwsld is a columnist tor the 
Lot Angeles Times Syndicate. 
ay Timothy Tkompaow 
Those silly editors... Every time I 
try to assert an opinion, they dig up an 
opposing view, turn it into an article, 
and run that article above mine. I say 
school is real, someone says it's not; I 
say one thing about sexism, someone 
else says another. Gosh, I'm starting 
to wonder if there is abosolute truth. 
Nevertheless, this time I've got 'em 
This time 111 give two opposing views 
in the same article. Heck - it's in the 
spirit of objective Journalism, it will 
save space and it will save the time 
and money of having to hire someone 
else to oppose my view. 
Some people say "if you don't vote, 
then don't bitch," meaning not giving 
your opinion at the polls excludes you 
from criticizing the results of election 
day. Now I wonder about the constitu- 
tionality of that assertion, however, 
mat's not what we're going to discuss 
today. What we are going to talk 
about is an issue that might be on the 
Ohio ballot that is gaining steam and 
starting to broil. Should Ohioans of 
ages 19 and 30 be allowed to drink 
alcohol? Let's look at the implications 
of this issue. 
Many of you may have already 
doomed this issue to failure, saying, 
"Who in their right mind could want 
the drinking age raised? Most people 
will have common sense enough to 
vote this issue down... wont they?" 
There are many arguments why the 
drinking law shoula remain as is: If 
you're old enough to vote, you're old 
enough to drink; If you're old enough 
to sacrifice your life for your coun- 
try's freedom, you should he allowed 
to drink. And mew are Just peripheral 
arguments. 
At the heart of the question Ues 
another question: at what age does a 
person become a responsible citizen, 
able to art according to the norms and 
laws of society, ana seeing the conse- 
quences of one's actions? In other 
words, can we say that those 21 and 
older are bettor able to know the 
consequences of drinking? Will people 
21 and over know better not to drive 
when they are under the influence of 
alcohol? When people reach 21 do they 
suddenly become responsible? 
On the other side, the Coalition for 
21 does have some viable points. Let's 
face it, alcohol is abused by many, 
and many begin that abuse when they 
are young. The younger a person is, 
the less chance he/she has had to 
weigh alternative lifestyles - and 
many, seeing their peers are drinking 
and supposedly enjoying life more, 
and knowing that it is legal, may fall 
into a social alcoholic rut without 
being aware of or believing in other 
forms of enjoyment. And it is possible 
that if we raise the drinking age, 
younger people will realize there are 
choices for fun other than drinking. 
Without drinking so readily available, 
maybe more people will be led to 
realizing their potentials in so many 
Short Cuts 
other areas... leading to a happier, 
more productive society. 
But then, what if it backfires? What 
If more people decide to try other 
drugs which are more available than 
alcohol? And what about the social- 
psychological implications? Many 
use alcohol as a release, and rightly 
so, as long as that release doesn't 
result in drunken stupidity. For those 
in college trying to cope with the 
demands on their growth, and those 
not in college, also coping with so 
many demands of making a living, 
alcohol may act as a mechanism for 
releasing pressures. By taking away 
that release, might we be looking to 
increase the paranoia of our younger 
population? And it goes without say- 
ing, but I'll say it anyway - there are 
many bars and lounges and entertain- 
ment clubs, especially those catering 
to a college town, that will be virtually 
Kt out of business by the passage of 
s issue into law. 
So there you have it: an issue that 
there are no quick and easy answers 
for, not too many solutions seem to be 
certain - either side may prove to be 
more correct in the end. One thing is 
certain: there are many in this state 
that come election day, will vote to 
take away the right to drink for many 
of you at this institution. There is a 
very good chance of this issue becom- 
ing law, as it has in other states that 
have voted thus far. Many of the 
younger ages may be forced into the 
decision of no alcohol. And we may 
have to turn the phrase mentioned 
earlier - If you don't vote, don't drink. 
Timothy Thompson, a columnist and 
cartoonist lor the News, is a doctoral 
candidate in interpersonal and public 
communication. 
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Cut in Co-op program 
seen as wrong decision 
When I went home this past sum- 
mer, I was full of anxieties and excite- 
ment. The anxieties weren't related to 
the competitiveness of trying to f ind a 
lob which pays minimum wage and 
the excitement that Ifelt didn't come 
from being out of school for the sum- 
mer. Rather, I wss anxious to start 
my co-operative education at Dayton 
Power and Light a utility company in 
Dayton. 
when I beard the administration is 
going to cut the co-op program of two 
employees, I was furious! According 
totheBGiVews, the money allotted to 
the salaries of those individuals will 
now be used for the academic pro- 
grams and for the completion of de- 
grees. 
Of what worth is a degree if you 
cannot find a Job upon graduating? 
While working at DP&L, I received 
an education far more valuable than 
the one I received In the past two 
years. I worked with management 
where I could see decisions being 
made. I was encouraged to ask ques- 
tions regarding Interviewing, the dif- 
ferent divisions and positions within 
the company, and was allowed to go 
practically anywhere within the com- 
pany. 
Everyone Involved with the cooper- 
ative education program is very help- 
ful and concerned about the student. I 
was hesitant at first about the pros- 
pects of interviewing and writing re- 
sumes, but both the employers and 
the co-op administration eased all of 
my anxieties 
Along with the valuable experience 
I received from my summer co-op. I 
earned twice as much money with 
twice as many hours than a job mak- 
ing pizzas or whatever. I'm paying for 
my education and when I got rejected 
for a student loan last year and all 
grants, I was very fortunate to get a 
good paying lob which will increase 
my chance of achieving a career in 
the field of computer science with the 
experience I have acquired this surh- 
I really think the administration 
was very wrong in their decision to 
bypass a re-evaluation of the cooper- 
ative education program at BGSU, 
because I think this-program is of 
more value to a student than any 
OUMf nfOffTtUTl 00 CUT1IHLS. 
A degree is nice to nave, but what 
good is it, if a person doesn't like the 
job he manages to get when graduat- 
Anlta Duckro 
1S10 CtoWflh S4-0 
Honest students lose 
not those that steal 
The BG News recently ran an edito- 
rial entitled "Student Thefts Coot 
Them Bucks." Though the editorial 
had good intentions fa trying to dis- 
suade thefts of cafeteria items, the 
logic of Its primary argument was 
unsound. Student thieves do not lose 
money because of their actions. It is 
the honest students who lose money. 
This can be simply explained. It is 
less expensive for a student to steal 
from a cafeteria and have fees raised 
than it is to buy the items in a store. 
When a plate is purchased at a store, 
the student absorbs the full cost of the 
plate. When a student steals a plate 
from a cafeteria, his fees may rise, 
but only at a fracton of the plate's 
cost. This is because the replacement 
cost is shared equally by all the Uni- 
versity students, whether they steal 
or not. Of course this takes place on a 
much grander scale, but the principle 
remains the same. As unfair as this is, 
there is no other way to access the 
replacement costs. Thus the "crimi- 
nal" students save money and the 
other students lose money. 
Instead of trying to use monetary 
arguments to dissuade stealing, the 
BG JVews should have stressed steal- 
ing is legally and morally wrong - 
even if the victim is the University. 
Brian D. Matter* 
323 Offenhauer East 
Naval officer learns 
from harrassed marine 
When I read about the harassment 
you received for wearing your unif- 
rom, I learned a few things. 
On March 20,1984,1 will report for 
active duty as Perry Officer 3rd 
United States Navy. I don't know if it 
will be an adventure or just a job. It 
could prove to be a way to my death. I 
hope not - but I knew the posslblities 
before I ever raised my right band. 
I, like you, do not want war. I would 
hope that in 2,500 years of civilization 
we could have put killing each other 
behind us. But the newspaper head- 
lines continue to prove me wrong. 
I, like you, do not agree with some 
things the military does. Sometimes 
the military looks like the tin soldiers 
of political children. I am just glad I 
have the right to complain. So 
whether the military or democracy is 
right or wrong 111 leave for debate 
among those who are supposed to 
have a higher intelligence, when I 
report for duty. 
See, Sgt. Casto, you taught me that 
when I get my first haircut and have 
spent eight weeks learning how to 
wear that uniform and walk down 
Wooster Street on my first liberty, it 
may be the hardest walk 111 ever 
take, because no one will pat me on 
the back. They will be too busy com- 
Clear Views 
plaining. 
I also learned why you take pride in 
Sour uniform. It shows that, if need 
e, you'll stake your life in defense of 
any American's freedom to complain, 
even though you're not allowed to. In 
the military they call it taking orders, 
don't they? 
In conclusion, I want to thank you, 
or any other service man for the 23 
years of complaining you've given 
me. I never understood what it cost 
you for my freedom. So on March 20, 
1984, I'll quietly ask to become one of 
a minority who pays the price instead 
of spends the benefits. 
When I put on my Navy "Blues" I 
may get teased or harassed and I 
might even silently wish it weren't my 
job, but I, like you, will wear it with 
pride. If I'm ordered to the coast of 
Lebanon and people start shooting at 
me, It might be more adventure than I 
can live through. But 111 go, and I'll 
think about all the people back in 
Bowling Green or my other hometown 
who want to complain about how 
civilized we should be. 
I may not ever be of high enough 
intelligence to understand politics or 
war, but 111 go, and I won't complain. 
I'll leave that for the students and 
Mom and Dad. Ill just defend their 
right to do it. 
Seaman  Recruit Kyle  Mllllk.n (D.E.P.) 
U.S.N. 
1510 Clough St 0-75 
Dr. President Olscamp: 
I know that you are aware of the major decision that citizens in Ohio will 
make in November. Repeal of the state s permanent tax increase would lead 
Ohio backward in time and would erode much of the progress that Gov. Celeste 
has made in many sectors of state government, particularly in the area of 
higher education. 
For example, appropriations to the Ohio Board of Regents for 1983-85 reflect 
the executive's commitment to bringing the student share of instructional fees 
down to a fairer level. In fiscal year 1964, the student fee assumption is 
estimated to drop to 42%, on a statewide average, from its current 46%, and to 
40% in FY1965. Over all, General Revenue Fund support in all areas of higher 
education should increase by 18% in FY 1964 over actual FY 1983 GRF support, 
and by 8% in FY 1965 over FY 1964. 
You can see that public higher education in Ohio is expected, so share the 
benefits of increased state revenues. Issues 2 and 3, if not defeated, certainly 
will impact upon state support to public colleges and universities. The repeal of 
the recent permanent tax increase could cause state budget reductions ranging 
from 20% to 30% in FY 1965 alone. As president of a stateessisted institution of 
higher education, I need not elaborate on just how devastating this could be to 
each and every university, technical college and community college. 
Of course, cutbacks of this enormity probably would have an immediate and 
significant effect on Ohio's students in the form of tuition increases and losses 
in state-financed student aid programs. 
Our educational effort is too important to allow the tax repeal forces to undo 
so many of the hard-fought accomplishments: increases in state support for 
Instructional Subsidy; decrease In the student fee assumption of 6 (six) 
percentage points over the next two years; retention of medical school 
support; development or expansion of urban university projects, eminent 
scholar programs and program excellence projects: increase in income 
eligibility level for Ohio Instructional Grants, allowing more students to 
receive state education assistance. 
I hope that you will support our efforts to defeat Issues 2 and 3 this 
November. With the help of your faculty, staff and students, I am confident 
that we will be able to maintain the level of support reflected in the 1963-65 
budget and to continue our renewed commitment to public higher education in 
Ohio. 
Very Only yours, 
Patrick A Sweeney 
(Ohio House of Representatives) 
Editor's note: President Dr. Paul OUcamp recently received this letter from 
Representative Sweeney. Olscamp and Robert Lodwif. chairman of the Board 
of Trustees, requested, along with Sweeney, that the News print the letter. 
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Musical tastes alter 
by Potty Rltter 
repcxlef  
Valley girls have been pushed 
under the rug, punk is dying and 
disco moved out when your older 
sister left home. 
Rock music is fleeting and leaves 
little effect on listeners, William 
.Schurk, sound recording archivist 
at the Jerome Library, said. 
"Pop music currently lacks cre- 
ativity," Schurk said. "Rock which 
was once an artistic endeavor is 
now less vindicable of musical 
tastes." 
Musical preference, however, 
has a lot to do with peer groups, 
according to Dr. R.S. Dennisoff, 
professor of sociology. 
"Students dress the same, wear 
their hair the same, like the same 
movies, and music is no different. 
People's musical tastes change 
because they want to conform to 
the norms and values of their 
peers," be said. 
As people grow older, their musi- 
cal tastes change. Each generation 
has its own preference, Dennisoff 
added. Music often becomes back- 
ground noise and a sound of 
courtship, and like television, a 
scapegoat. 
In one of his classes, Dennisoff 
conducted a study in which he 
asked students to interpret various 
rock songs. In nearly all instances 
he found a majority of students 
couldn't correctly Interpret the 
songs. 
IN ANOTHER study he asked 
students what turned them to 
smoking marijuana. In all cases, 
music was never mentioned. 
"From my studies I have yet to 
see in sociological aspects that 
music has a propaganda effect that 
turns teenagers to drugs," he said. 
"I believe that rock performers 
mirror what's going on. Rather 
than leading the parade, they're 
the followers." 
In some minor instances music 
makes some kind of topical 
statement of the youth culture, he 
said. 
"Pop music became youth music 
in the 1950s when mom and dad 
were watching 'I Love Lucy,' he 
said." Rock then became the best 
possible tool for insulting one's 
parents or establishing the fact 
that one was a free person. This 
started the generational conflict 
involving music. 
With the advent of the "flower 
child" and the hippie countercul- 
ture in the 1960s, music was a 
solidifying force and a source of 
identification. Now music is frag- 
mented with each generation hav- 
ing its own preference, Dennisoff 
"THE   ROCK   AUDIENCE   is 
fickle, unlike country  fans who 
t their stars for life," Schurk 
campus/local  
Mural is 'whateveryou see in If 
Dennisoff, author of a new book 
about Waylon Jennings, com- 
mented that country fans are loyal 
and consistent, but regards the 
rock audience as trendy. 
by Mark Dl Vlnconio 
stqtt reporter 
Donald Drumm loves to talk about 
the murals on the east and west sides 
of the Jerome Library. He made 
them. 
An environmental sculptor, Drumm 
is the artist who designed and con- 
structed the two nine-story-high ce- 
ment and stone canvasses. 
Drumm, a balding man with long 
strands of gray hair, took six years to 
complete the murals, he said, but it 
took him longer to grow his massive, 
bush-like - yet sculpted - beard, 
which he seems to almost hide behind. 
"Design-wise, I work non-objecti- 
vely. That is, I rule out all subject 
matter and don't attempt to depict 
anything specific." 
— Donald Drumm 
"It took five months to just design 
the thing. I needed that tune to pre- 
pare myself for being up that high (10 
stories)," Drumm said, laughing. 
"In fact, the first time I went up, I 
was pretty scared, of course, and my 
hard hat was blown off my head by 
gale force winds when I was way up 
Sere, hanging in the sky." 
Drumm said he specializes in large- 
scale projects and works - almost 
exclusively   -   with   the   elements 
around him when designing. 
"Design-wise I work non-objecti- 
vely," he said. "That is, I rule out ail 
subject matter and don't attempt to 
depict anything specific." 
This is a more effective approach 
for Drumm. be said, because he is 
allowed more flexibility and freedom 
of direction by not being restricted to • 
create a certain object or image. 
DR. WILLIAM JEROME, the Uni- 
versity's sixth president said, "I see 
many different things in the murals. 
When they were newly built, a lot of 
people in this conservative, midwes- 
tem state would come up to me and 
ask, 'What are they (the murals) 
supposed to be? What do they mean?' 
The mural is whatever you see in it I 
would say." 
Sandblasters spent three weeks 
working on each side, but the stones 
used in the murals were barely visi- 
ble, he said. The stones were lighter 
than the newly sandblasted cement, 
so a stain was applied to the stones to 
bring out their color more, making 
them darker. 
But more problems occurred, 
Drumm said. During the staining, the 
pigment settled, and the top half of 
the murals showed up darker and the 
bottom half of the murals appeared 
lighter. So the stones were resumed. 
It has been 16 years since the last 
staining, Drumm said, and the mu- 
rals are to be stained again this year. 
There are thousands of aluminum 
flats - slightly curved, shiny squares 
of metal - attached to stainless steel 
pins driven into the murals. The flats 
capture light shadows during the 
course of the day and throughout the 
year on the mural on the west side of 
the library. 
Donald Drumm 
oa riews stafl/Patrck Sandc 
Former University president speaks at ceremony 
by Mark Dl Vlncenzo 
stall reporter  
The weather threatened to steal 
attention away from him at the li- 
brary rededication Friday on the li- 
brary terrace - instead, it served only 
as a teaser. 
Dr. William Travers Jerome in, 
University president from 1963-1970, 
now distinguished professor of man- 
agement at Florida International Uni- 
versity, looked on as a steady, cold 
rain tapped down on a yellow- and 
_ wind-whipped _ 
he was to 6e under When the I 
was to be rededicated - iri his r, 
But seconds after moderator Rich- 
ard Line back, professor of philosohy, 
began speaking, the sun sliced 
through a thick wall of clouds and 
warmed the audience - who now used 
their ceremony programs not as um- 
brellas but as sun visors, shielding 
their eyes from the sun. 
In any event, the rededication story 
started last Dec. 10 when the Univer- 
sity's Board of Trustees renamed the 
library the William Travers Jerome 
University Library in recognition of 
the former president's contributions 
to creating an expanding and flourish- 
ing academic environment. 
"It's so difficult for me to express 
my feelings now," Jerome said, "but 
I feel so full of hope. 
"THIS (LIBRARY) is a symbol for 
the entire community," he said in a 
deep, distinguished yet friendly tone, 
"and to have my name associated 
with it is overwhelming." 
While Jerome was president, stu- 
dent enrollment increased from 8,200 
to 14,000 and faculty hiring rose from 
488 to 720. 
And besides the library, 10 build- 
ings on the main campus were built 
and the entire Firelands College in 
Huron was built, bringing total con- 
struction cost to nearly |35 million 
during Jerome's tenure here. 
Throughout the rededication, 
speakers mixed in joking comments 
with compliments to Jerome. 
"The only other thine at this Uni- 
versity named after Bm (Jerome)," 
University President Dr. Paul Ols- 
camp said, "is that oathetic mound 
next to 1-75 by the golf course called 
Bill's Hill." 
Jerome corrected Olscamp, though. 
"I think it was called Bill's Bunker, 
Paul, " Jerome said. 
After Olscamp rededicated the li- 
brary, he unveiled a picture plaque of 
a clean-shaven. Jerome. He now has a 
),sajd, "I think you 
a beard, Bill." The 
audience roared. 
THE PLAQUE will be placed on 
permanent display on the first floor of 
the library. 
Lineback introduced Olscamp as 
Jerome, and the crowd broke out 
laughing. But when the guest speaker, 
Alan Guskin, chancellor of the Uiver- 
sity of Wisconsin at Parkside spoke, 
the tone changed. 
"These are not the best of times for 
universities," Guskin said. "Universi- 
ties are basically defenseless. Think 
on .May 1, 1965, and was completed 
two years later, ',--'•  - 
As of June 1983. there were close to 
Jerome left the University in 1970 to 
accept the position of special consul- 
tant to the president and vice presi- 
dent of academic affairs at Florida 
International University near Miami. 
He lives in Coral Gables, Fla. 
He is a 1941 magna cum laude 
graduate of Colgate University, 
earned his masters and doctorate 
degrees at Harvard University and 
was awarded an honorary Doctor of 
Laws degree from MJddlebury Cot 
lege, Vt. 
PICKUP 
YOUR 1983 
-KEY- 
: 
: 
: 
I.D. 
Required 
Student Services Forum 
9-5 Tuesday through Friday 
Limited Copies Still Available 
The KEY. Its YOU. 
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First woman in Ohio elected 
county prosecuting attorney 
by Rtta farenec 
assistant copy editor 
Inside her office, among stacks of 
books and a constantly ringing phone, 
stts Betty Montgomery, prosecuting 
attorney (or Wood County. 
She is the first woman, out of Ohio's 
88 counties, to be elected prosecuting 
attorney for the Court of Common 
Plea*. 
"Since I've been elected, other 
women can now see it is possible. All 
counties have an electorate and if a 
woman can prove she's qualified, she 
should go for it," Montgomery said. 
A graduate of the University of 
Toledo College of Law, Montgomery 
has been Involved in public service 
since she graduated, first as a lawyer 
and then as an assistant prosecuting 
attorney. 
"I knew I wanted to be in public 
service," she said. "My whole legal 
background pointed to prosecuting 
attorney. I had ideas of bow a pros- 
ecutor's office should run and the 
space was available." 
Being in charge of the prosecutor's 
office is a big responsiblity, and being 
the only woman in Ohio with these 
responsibilities can add a heavy bur- 
den to the Job. 
"THERE ARE times it gets dis- 
couraging, but my philosophy is to put 
your nose to the grindstone. If you do 
the work you're supposed to do and do 
it exceptionally well, that proves 
more than any equal rights debate," 
she said. 
How well Montgomery does her job 
was challenged last year when she 
was charged with contempt of finding 
for a principle she believed In. 
Wood County Common Pleas Judge 
Gale Williamson ordered her to pro- 
duce a photograph of her client, the 
victim of a stabbing, but Montgomery 
refused. 
"I declined for two reasons," she 
said. "The first one being the proe- 
ecuter's office didn't have a photo- 
graph, and even if we did have it, we 
wouldn't give it to the judge (William- 
son) because it would be a chilling 
fact for our victim to know the de- 
fendant could be looking at his pic- 
ture. 
"Where we feel there's a principle 
to be contended, well contend with it 
even if that means going to jail," she 
said. 
Montgomery sat in the Wood 
County Jail for three hours before an 
injunction was issued for her release. 
STANDING UP for others rights is 
part of the job for the prosecutor's 
office. Montgomery's job is even 
tougher because she is bead of the 
office and its employees. 
Montgomery, 35, is in charge of six 
assistant prosecutors who deal in 
civil. Juvenile and criminal cases. It is 
the duty of the assistants and Mont- 
gomery to indict and investigate all 
felonious crimes. 
The prosector's office also rep- 
resents all elected county officials, 
social agencies and most school dis- 
tricts in civil matters. 
"We are the law firm for the county 
in both civil and criminal cases. We   DAftv  Mnntnnmprv 
are also close to the largest firm in the  Betty Montgomery 
county, since there are six assistant   Betty Montgomery, county prosecuting attorney, uses a few moments of rare time alone in her office 
prosecutors,   she said. i0 telephone a friend with advice on a legal question. 
bg news statf/Patrick Sondor 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS 
THE REAL 
INSPECTOR HOUND 
Sept 28-Oct 1 
Joe E. Brown Theatre  8:00 pm 
Tickets $1.50 at the door 
-dateline- 
Sept. 27.1983 
SRC - The select-a-sport of 
the week is frisbee golf. All 
interested participants 
should meet at the en- 
trance to the Student Rec 
Center at S p.m. This sport 
orientation program will 
run today through Thurs- 
day. 
Life - There will be a Stu- 
dent For Life meeting to- 
night at 7 p.m. in the 
Conference Room of St. 
Thomas More Parish. The 
meeting is open to all. 
Baptist - A meeting for the 
Baptist Student Union will 
be held tonight at 7 p.m. in 
the Piano Lounge of Mc- 
Donald North. The meet- 
ing is open to all. 
Business - Women in Busi- 
ness will hold a meeting 
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in 131 
Business   Administration. 
The meeting is open to all. 
Yearbook - Yearbooks can 
be picked up today through 
Friday in the foyer of the 
University Bookstore. 
Dateline, a daily service ol 
the News, lists dates and 
times of campus events. 
Submissions by all organi- 
zations are welcome and 
must be turned in typed 
and  double spaced. 
-*#» 
TUESDAY SPECIAL 
(one day only) 
Oxford Shirts 
solids and stripes 
$12.99 
With purchase of any reg price 
skirt or pant or sweater 
Tues Evening-open until 9:00 pm 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
-M. **•■ •*m * 
SAYTTTN'TrlE 
CLASSIFIEDS! 
Fads  
.. .from page one 
WHILE THE 60s was a 
decade of teenage rebel- 
lion, the 70s and 80s started 
leaning towards a more 
conservative attitude, 
according to Browne. The 
protests ended, the long 
hair was shortened and the 
psychedelic clothes were 
replaced. 
The 70s also stressed the 
individual, instead of the 
group; a major emphasis 
was placed on a person's 
appearance.   "Thin   was i.r, ,,.„ to Modem 
^^OMECOMINe^ 
^ WINDOW SPLASH \ 
f, CONTEST       v* 
&            OMIUM: Sept. 28, Wed.        \ 
*         Applications and more         v" 
/          information available in         \ 
L UAO office * 
mags 
It seemed everyone had 
a formula to firm up and 
lose weight. Diet books Ut- 
tered magazine shelves. 
Adidas running shoes re- 
placed standard tennis 
shoes and Arnold Schwab 
zenegger bad people 
"pumping   iron,"   Ward 
said. . • -v! 
The movies and 
had also shifted gears to 
keep up with a changing 
society. In 1978, Hollywood 
released two movies which 
sparked nationwide fads, 
Ward said. 
John Travolta abed his 
"sweating" image and 
donned dancing shoes in 
Saturday Night Fever. The 
movie made the "Bee 
Gees" a household name 
and catapulted the disco 
sound to the top of the 
musical charts. 
After Saturday Night 
Fever came a motion pic- 
ture take-off about college 
fraternity life, Animal 
House. The movie struck a 
nerve-ending among col- 
lege students everywhere 
and it wasn't long before 
the bed clothing was taken 
off the matress and put on 
the body. 
AT THE UNIVERSITY 
lot to hold the world's larg- 
est toga party, and in Colo- 
rado, co-ed wet toga nights 
became popular. 
The age of electronics 
flourished in the 70s and 
one of the first pieces of 
equipment to prosper was 
the Citizen Band radio. 
During the mid-70s 
America was showered 
with CB lingo. Musicians 
wrote songs about it, pro- 
ducers made films about it 
and electronics stores sold 
receivers by the truckload. 
USG^ 
nior 
.. .from page one 
secondary education 
a]or and Carl Parker, 
business adminis- 
ition pre-law major. 
Howard   Ishiyama,   se- 
nior   psychology   major. 
school's stadium parking    resentative. 
I-caaavnuap- 
r ♦ 
♦ ♦ i 
fOLLEGE NIGHT 
$2 OFF 
Any large pizza 
with TWO o» more items 
P©* 
OfIN 4 p.m. 
(oV Free Delivery 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
EXPIRES 10«1/83 
352-5166 Voted Best Pizza In B.C. 
iCOUPQN— 
31 OFF 
Any medium pizza 
with TWO or more items 
FHzfir       o 
OPIN 4 p.m. 
352-5166 
Free Delivery 
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
EXPIRES 10/31/83 
Voted Swat Pizza In B.C. 
COUPON 
5CK OFF 
Any small pizza or large SUS 
nB&rielbV F'~ Delivery 
l~l4£JCU ONE COUPON PER PIZZA 
OHM 4 P.m. EXPIRES 10/31/83 
352-5166 Voted Best Pizza In B.G. 
—~—-~—rniiooM — 
Here^ the inside story 
of our new 
Buttermilk Biscuits. 
Why«r iw new Bueerm*. Beams so tree* 
and oefcooue? Cause we make em tie good 
WtSSraOrmaiwe^Wsnecrsscri 
f «e> -e He/i w«r, the beet ■yedssrei ike 
reaW Dutierm*  Then we ft* tie QOUQtlto fusf tie 
nt/« fhc«r*e* em tui om eeeft tm&A by he/* 
Men we pop em * our new ben* ovene- 
•hefe mey re D*M up m ernel belches a* 
■vouop me de> So ihey re atweye f-eeh-^uet ** 
ouKersuc*yrW)Chc*4-».e 
WM, Ma t» netde nory Drop By end MM 
ojt*jmnTmBma#*k»y*jrm* Opckopsr. 
man doaen kgr tw hvnsV 
»/*j ersjoy trejm happa>     - -*»*■ 
® RfrteakyfrlaaCntfaam 
T*U«E'S*D«A'Y 
ADULTS *1.99 
A Chopped Steak or Filet of Fish Dinner with Baked Potato, 
Warm Roll with Butter and Our All-You-Can-Eol Salad Bar, or... 
Enjoy a Ribeye Steak Dinner Complete for just $2 49 
CHILDREN .99 
Hamburger or Hot Dog with Choice of Pototo 
and Pudding or Gelatin. 
PQflDERQSA 
4-9 RM: 
1544E.Woo*t«rSl 
*1.49 
2-PHCE 
i inmofOjUM 
♦1.49 
•l*mm40t*m 
♦1.49 
2-pnci 
$ 
(One •sraeerlsetCfwer: 
leeeM referees i w*err 
1.49 
2-PHCB 
MIAL 
'InwilIUa 
• 'n'llr t+wn 
• II 
CONTACT 
LENSES SALE 
ON EXTENDED WEAR CONTACT LENSES 
Bring in your soft lenses 
and trade up to extended 
wear lenses and receive 
— NOW featuring — 
Freth-laked ivttermllk liscuits Made From Scratch 
"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru" 
jffi Kgntucky Fried Chicken 
&JL 1020 N. Main - B.G. - 352-2061 
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Issue 1 is a ballot issue coming up this November that 
would take away 19 and 20 year old Ohioans' right to 
drink beer. 
Even though these young adults can vote, serve 
in the military, get married, buy a house and hold 
down a job, Issue 1 would make it a crime for them 
to drink beer anywhere in Ohio. 
Supporters of Issue 1 claim it will reduce drunk 
driving. The truth is, drunk driving is a problem for 
every age group, not just 19 and 20 year olds. And 
Ohio already has a new tough drunk driving law 
that has reduced alcohol-related accidents by as 
much as 34%. 
So, to guarantee that Issue 1 does not treat 
our young adults like they are still in diapers, Vote 
NO on Issue 1. 
To be sure you're registered to vote, simply 
call your local Board of Elections at 352-6531 
(Ask the Board ot Elections how you can register^ 
your friends to vote No on Issue 1, too.) You must be 
registered by October 10 or you cannot vote. 
lb protect your right to drink, 
protect your right to vote. 
Register NOW. 
Paidfoi by the Let 19 Work Committee, 150 East Broad Street Suite 306, 
Columbus, OH. 43215,614/224-3500, Karen L. Howdyshell, Ireasun 
'Hi 
REGISTER TO VOTE AT THESE BOWLING GREEN LOCATIONS: 
•Sam B's 
• Uptown/Downtown 
•305 Student Services 
8-12 and 1-4 dally 
•Wood County Board of Elections 
8:30-4:30 daily 
Mi 
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Prof says new sex roles 
aren't reflected in ads 
state/world 
CLEVELAND (AP) - 
Cleveland State University 
marketing Professor 
Thomas Whipple, who has 
studied sex stereotypes in 
advertising for almost 10 
Sears, says ads do not re- 
ect the changing roles of 
men and women. 
For instance, the usual 
use of men's voices in com- 
mercials is not based on 
evidence that men are bet- 
ter   salesmen,   Whipple 
"Research has shown 
that women can be just as 
effective voice-overs as 
men, but men still are used 
Mo-1." Whipple said. 
Whipple said there is 
other evidence of sex ste- 
reotypes in radio and tele- 
vision commercials. Ads 
continue to portray women 
as housewives concerned 
with problems such as ring 
around the collar and the 
cleanliness of kitchen 
floors, even though more 
than SO percent of women 
are now employed outside 
the home. 
Stereotyping also affects 
men, Whipple noted. They 
are generally portrayed 
either as macho types or as 
bumblers doing house 
chores only because they 
are too inept to do anything 
else, he said. 
"The reality today is 
that many women are 
choosing a bank or buying 
a car, while many men are 
doing laundry, buying fro- 
zen food and making deci- 
sions they didn't make 
before," Whipple said. 
"The marketplace has 
changed drastically as a 
result of recent human lib- 
eration movements, but 
advertisements are not re- 
flecting that." 
SOME COMMERCIALS 
are attempting to be socia- 
lly progressive, but they 
often miss the mark, he 
added. For example, he 
cited one commercial in 
which a uniformed woman 
rushes toward a plane and 
notes how glad she is that 
she's using a particular 
type of deodorant The 
viewer is soon surprised by 
the revelation that the 
woman is not a steward- 
ess, but the pilot. 
"Can you imagine an ad 
showing a male pilot run- 
ning toward a plane and 
complaining that, 
'Wouldn't you know it -ev- 
erything has gone wrong 
this morning?' Or can you 
imagine a male pilot wor- 
rying about perspiration, 
and admitting it if he did?" 
Whipple asked 
Sometimes, Whipple 
said, a public outcry lets 
advertisers know they 
have been offensive. He 
recalled a radio ad for the 
1982 World Championship 
of Women's Golf, which 
centered upon a discussion 
between a woman and her 
husband about attending 
the tournament 
"The wife said she didn't 
know her husband liked 
golf," Whipple said. "The 
man's answer was that he 
was going to this tourna- 
ment because (golfer) Jan 
Stephenson had great 
legs." 
Complaints led to a re- 
vised ad campaign for the 
1983 tournament 
"Socially, it (sex stereo- 
typing) harms people," he 
said. ''We worry about ads 
for children on things like 
sugar-coated cereals be- 
cause it might harm their 
teeth, but what about the 
potentially more damag- 
ing ads, which harm the 
way they look at them- 
selves and stereotype oth- 
ers?" 
I I 
I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
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Like to know how 
wine is made? 
Come to the 
Klingshirn Winery Tour 
October 15 
$7 fee includes tour and wine tasting 
Sign up Sept 20 thru Oct 13 in UAO office. 
Must be 21 and have valid drivers' license. 
BGSU WELCOMES 
GRAND OPENING 
'SPECIAL Tues., Sept. 27 
'through Sat. Oct. 1 receive a jgular soft drink with any 
Cincinnati Chili purchase. 
NBC sweeps in 33 Emmys 
LOS ANGELES (AP) 
-Cops, doctors and a 
Boston bar helped NBC 
to a sweep of this year's 
Emmys, as "Hill Street 
Blues/1 "St. Else- 
where'' and "Cheers- 
powered the third-rated 
network to 33 awards, 
more than the other two 
commercial networks 
combined 
vision awards show Sun- 
day was a showcase for 
the insult-humor of Joan 
Rivers, who co-hosted 
with fellow comedian 
Eddie Murphy. Some of 
Rivers' remarks, in- 
cluding gibes at U.S. 
Interior Secretary 
James Watt, drew an- 
gry phone calls from 
viewers. 
The 35th annual tele- NBC  dominated   for 
the third straight year 
and "Hill Street Blues" 
won its third straight 
Emmy as best drama 
series, compiling six 
awards to tie the ABC 
mini series "The Thorn 
Birds" for the most Em- 
mys. 
It was the most Em- 
mys NBC had ever won, 
but it failed to reach 
CBS'  record of 44 in 
1974. 
NBC's critically ac- 
claimed "Cheers," 
named best comedy se- 
ries, won five awards. 
"Special Bulletin" took 
four awards and "St. 
Elsewhere" got three. 
Top-rated CBS won 11 
and ABC took 14. Four 
others went to the Pub- 
lic Broadcasting System 
and two to syndicated 
programs. NBC's total 
Includes 12 craft awards 
announced before the 
telecast 
The Academy of Tele- 
vision Arts & Sciences 
annual Emmys for 
prime-time program- 
ming were presented 
during a slow-moving 
show on NBC that lasted 
three hours and 20 min- 
utes. 
Remarks dominate Emmys 
LOS ANGELES (AP) 
- Almost every time 
Emmy awards co-host 
Joan Rivers came on 
stage, she was wearing 
a new dress. But it 
wasn't her clothes that 
people were talking 
about later; it was her 
pointed remarks. 
Telephone calls from 
complaining viewers 
started coming into 
NBC network affiliates 
from New York to Los 
Angeles on Sunday after 
Rivers, opening the na- 
tionally televised cere- 
monies, made satirical 
reference to a contro- 
versial comment by In- 
terior Secretary James 
Watt and called Watt 
"an idiot" 
Bantering with co- 
host Eddie Murphy dur- 
ing the Emmy telecast, 
Rivers broke a tele- 
vision taboo on profan- 
ity by saying 
"goddamn," made light 
of a sexy television 
character played by ac- 
tress Joan Collins and 
kidded about herpes, 
prostitutes and homo- 
sexuals. 
Rivers' barbed, 
tongue-in-cheek style 
has helped earn her a 
Job as Johnny Carson's 
regular guest host on 
NBC's HThe Tonight 
Show." 
Early on, Rivers 
noted that Murphy is a 
black  Catholic,  while 
she is a white, Jewish 
woman. 
SHE JOKED that "if 
Sou had a limp we could 
e the committee ap- 
pointed by James Watt. 
Is he an idiot!" 
Watt has been de- 
nounced for his remark 
last Wednesday to a 
business group that an 
advisory committee 
formed to review his 
coal-leasing program 
contained "a black... a 
woman, two Jews and a 
-ater, Rivers intro- 
duced Collins, one of the 
Emmy presenters, who 
plays the beautiful, con- 
niving Alexis Carring- 
ton on ABC's 
"Dynasty." 
"Alexis has had more 
hands up her dress man 
the Muppets," Miss Riv- 
ers quipped. 
An unidentified 
spokeswoman atKNBC 
in Burbank said the sta- 
tion received more than 
100 calls objecting to the 
comment, according to 
the Los Angeles Times. 
At an after-awards 
ball in Century City, 
Rivers was asked about 
her comments. 
"I said one 'god- 
damn,' but I was tense," 
she said. "After the 
show, Gary Smith and 
the NBC censor said it 
was all One. I don't 
think they'll worry 
about my silly remarks. 
I said the 'goddamn' 
because  I  was tense 
over   changing   my 
She changed clothes 
several times during the 
show and referred to her 
numerous costumes in 
her patter between pre- 
sentations. 
M.S. "Bud" Ru- 
keyser, executive vice 
president for public in- 
formation of NBC, said 
he was not aware of any 
complaints. 
"The thing about live 
television is that things 
said on the spur of the 
moment can't be called 
back," be said. "That's 
one of the prices you 
pay. I thought it was a 
wonderful show and I 
thought Joan Rivers 
was a wonderful host." 
Corridor ruled off limits during trial 
LOGAN, Ohio (AP) - A 
Hocking County Judge 
ruled yesterday that the 
third floor corridor of the 
county courthouse will be 
off limits to all but court 
officers, law enforcement 
officers, grand jurors, wit- 
nesses and people with offi- 
cial  business  when  the 
county   grand jury   con- 
venes today. 
The grand jury may be 
investigating the decapita- 
tion murders last October 
of Annette Johnston, 18, 
and her fiance, Todd 
Schultz, 19. Hocking 
County Prosecutor Chris 
Veldt would not confirm 
that report but another 
county Judge, Edwin 
Johnston, had ordered 
Veidt to present the case to 
a grand iury by Friday, or 
sealed information from 
the investigation would be 
made public. 
Veldt filed a motion yes- 
tions as the reason for 
wanting the third floor cor- 
ridor limited to official vis- 
itors and court personnel. 
Judge James Stillwell 
signed that order yester- 
day morning. 
Veidt said the grand jury 
terday citing mace limita-   session probably will 
.__—.»—..———-^ more than one day. 
NOW OPEN Tuesday-Saturday 
6:30-11:30p.m. 
Kreischer Darrow Dining Hall 
Learn haw to bake and take ham what fan make! 
BAKER/ WORKSHOP 
at 
JACK'S BAKERY, E. WOOSTER 
Tues. Oct. 4, 1983, 7:00 pm 
$3.50/person 
MYmrUPOM sm-m in 
UAO office 
BACK BY 
POPULAR 
DEMAND 
. . . TUESDAY'S PIZZA & 
SALAD SMORGASBORD 
"All you care to eat" 
Smorgasbord hrs. 
EAST Only: 11 a.m.-4 p.m.-$3.00 
: 5 p.m.-9 p.m.-$3.50 
Schultc and Johnston dis- 
appeared last Oct. 4. Their 
torsos were found in the 
river last Oct. 14. Their 
limbs were later found bur- 
ied in a  cornfield near 
Logan. 
Logan police and Hock- 
ing County detectives have 
refused to say much about 
what kind of leads they 
may have, but it has be- 
come evident they believe 
the killer was someone 
who knew the pair and had 
a motive. 
The autopsy report was 
sealed by court order, but 
it was revealed the two 
were shot to death. 
PU-TU 
PHASE III CONSTRUCTION 
"New" Home Buyers 
FINANCING 
For More Details or See Our Model 
Coll — RICK METZ 
BUILDER 
Call Today — 352-7172 
Cell Setae Kerfess et - Newleve leeity, 35 J 51*1 
BGSU SKI CLUB 
meeting 
Wednesday   September 28 
070 Overman 
7:30 
Ski ya there I 
** ••»■ 
EAST 
440 E. Court St 
SOUTH 
945 S. Main 
m 
352-1596 
•PIZZA AND SALAD SMORGASBORD ALSO AVAIL- 
ABLE ON FRIDAY FROM 11 -4 p.m. AND ON SUNDAY 
FROM 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. GstSS 
ieoeeo< 
It can't be enjoyed unless it's spread around. 
Hit tffMw MM ItnwWUwjl 
M* Nffl MOW, fM. . . 
Bel 
M 
■M-coursa director 
For more information 
call the UAO office 
at 372-2343. 
*^ M M «^^^MI     M M 
ssa 
Body-building   Student Price  I 
perms $30 with cut 
CALL RON OR MINDY 352-2107      I 
COHAN'S 
Stadium Pliu, 1616 E. Woorter. B.C. 
N—■**—•        H W H m Ni 
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-OOTBALL. 
Bowling Qreen 17 
Miami 14 
SOCCEP 
Bowling Green 4 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 0 
h/OLLEYBALI. 
Bowling Green's volleyball team 
lost on the road to Ball State and 
Miami last weekend. 
MEN'S/WOMEN'S CC 
Bowling Green's women's cross 
country team won the Eastern 
Michigan lnvitalonal last Satur- 
day, while the men dropped a dual 
meet to Miami. 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
Bowling   Green's   women's golf 
team    finished    fifth    In the 
Lady    Spartan    Invitational last 
weekend. 
pUGBY 
Bowling Green's club rugby team 
i captured two of three from 
I Miami at College Park Field last 
j Saturday. 
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The "Miami Whammy" is put in closet 
as BG beats 'Skins before record crowd 
Dg news statl/Patrick Sandor 
Bowling Green's Stan Hunter (22) attempts to evade Miami defender Bob Ptacek (98) after catching one of 
his four receptions against the Redskins last Saturday. 
by Marc Delph 
assistant sports editor 
It was 11 years coming, this 17-14 
win over Miami, and when it was 
over, oh, how sweet it was - Or was it? 
Don't look in the victorious Bowling 
Green lockerroom for the answer. 
There was no cheering, no corks pop- 
ping, no high fives, just subtle grins 
and "thank God it's over and we came 
out on top" type of expressions. 
The clue lay in the fourth quarter, 
with the Falcons resting atop what 
appeared to be a secure 17-0 lead. 
Secure enough that some of the 24,409 
fans (second highest in BG history, 
and best amongst opening day 
crowds) began to file out of Doyt L. 
Perry Fiela, Saturday afternoon. 
THE KEY was when BG had semi- 
breezed through over three quarters 
of football, and appeared to be head- 
ing toward another score to put the 
Same out of reach. Martin Bayless 
ad just intercepted a Todd Rollins 
pass at the Redskin 33-yard line and 
returned it to the 24. BG quarterback 
Brian McClure improved upon that 
excellent field position, with a strike 
to flanker Greg Meehan down to the 
10-yard line. 
On the very next play, the momen- 
tum of the game took a 180-degree 
turn when McClure faded back to pass 
and the ball was stripped out of his 
hand. MU linebacker Bob Ptacek 
came up with the ball, and, much to 
McClure's then furious surprise, the 
referees ruled it a fumble. It was now 
the Redskin's ball on their own 18. 
"I thought I was passing the ball," 
McClure said. "I think my arm was 
going forward, and I was nit as soon 
as I started to throw it." 
The Redskins wasted no time in 
moving the ball downfield to set up a 
28-yard flea flicker; a hand off from 
Rollins to wingback Ralph Williams 
and back to Rollins via a lateral to the 
waiting arms of split end Tom Mur- 
phy in the end zone. MU was on the 
board and thinking comeback victory, 
17-7, with 7:20 remaining. 
THE FALCONS ran the clock down 
with consecutive unsuccessful scoring 
possessions, when a BG punt by Jim 
Phelps was partially blocked, giving 
MU good position on their 43 with just 
under one minute to play in the game. 
Rollins completed three-of-four 
passes in the series for the second 
score - a 19-yarder to Murphy - to 
bring the Redskins within three, at 17- 
14 with : 14 showing on the clock. 
An MU on-side kick was inevitable, 
but unsuccessful, as the ball carried 
11 yards and settled in Dayne Pals- 
grove's arms. 
"The only time I was concerned 
was when the quarterback (McClure) 
lost the ball on the 24," BG head coach 
Denny Stolz said. "From that mo- 
ment on they had all the momentum." 
For three and one-half quarters, 
however, BG was in complete control. 
From their first possession, McClure 
came out throwing. And with relative 
ease, he completed 26-of-37 passes for 
231 yards, an unbeatable 70 percent. 
McClure, also, has yet to throw an 
interception this season. In last year's 
loss to Miami, he handed out five. 
HIS FAVORITE target Saturday 
was junior flanker Greg Meehan. 
Meehan brought down nine passes for 
91 yards and one touchdown, good 
enough to be voted Ohio Company 
player-of-the-game. 
The running game was rocked in 
the second quarter by the injury to 
starting tailback Andre Jackson. 
Jackson rushed for 49 yards on nine 
carries before being carried off the 
field with an injured knee. 
Jackson contributed the first touch- 
down of the day with a three-yard run 
on the first play of the second quarter, 
\ 
for a 7-0 BG andvantage. Jackson's 
TD culminated an 84-yard drive in 13 
plays for the Falcons. 
BG placekicker Gehad Youssef 
booted a 31-yarder to round out the 
scoring in the first half. 
The Falcons' final score came in 
the third quarter off a McClure-te- 
Meehan 10-yard strike with 10:44 left 
in the period. 
At that time in the game, when BG 
was trying to roll up points to put the 
game away, Jackson s injury seemed 
big, and it was. But, when they 
wanted to hold on to that lead late in 
the game, the loss of three of the 
starting four in the defensive back- 
field was an enormous deficit. 
CORNERBACKS BAYLESS and 
Melvin Marshall, and safety Ted Shin- 
eleton all did not play in the crucial 
fourth quarter, when the Redskins 
ran up 14points - both TD's coming on 
passes. The three, like Jackson, axe 
questionable for Saturday's trip to 
Ypsilanti, Mich., against Eastern 
Michigan. 
"I Just felt hollow for our defense to 
have given up 14 points," Stolz said. 
"We should have had a shutout and it 
would have helped our defense quite a 
bit. I wish they'd have gotten it" 
The Falcons upped their record to 
2-1, while MU is winless in three 
attempts.  
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Aussies defeat Liberty in America's Cup final 
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) - Australia 
II staged a stunning late comeback in 
the seventh and decisive race today 
and broke the United States' 132-year 
monopoly on the America's Cup with 
an historic 41-second victory over 
Liberty. 
The Aussie challenger, noted for its 
mysterious winged keel, had trailed 
Liberty at the start of today's race 
and stayed behind most of the way. 
But the Australia II's skipper, John 
Bertrand, managed to steer her in 
front of Liberty, skippered by Dennis 
Conner, late in the fifth leg of today's 
race and concluded the most dra- 
matic Cup series with a victory. 
With the wind blowing in his face on 
the sixth leg, Conner tried despera- 
tely to regain the lead. He repeatedly 
resorted to tacks, zig-zag maneuvers, 
but Bertrand covered those moves to 
stretch his lead on Rhode Island 
Sound. 
Conner, who successfully defended 
the Cup aboard Freedom in 1980, is 
the first American skipper to lose 
sailing's most hallowed prize. And he 
did it after squandering a 3-1 lead in 
the first Cup series to go a full seven 
races. 
For Alan Bond, head of the Austra- 
lia II syndicate, the victory ends a 
decade of frustration. Starting in 1974, 
he had mounted three Cup campaigns 
and won just a single race in 13 tries 
against the Americans. 
Bond had said he would abandon his 
pursuit of the Cup if he lost this time. 
The Australian victory means the 
Cup competition will leave this .. 
side resort for the first time since 
1930, when it was relocated here from 
Sandy Hook, N. J. 
The Aussies said that if _ 
Liberty they would defend the 
1986 in Perth, located on the w 
Australia coast. 
BG spikers 
lose a pair 
try Jean Dime© 
sports reporter 
Bowling Green's volleyball team 
was on the road for the second time 
last weekend. But is was not a 
happy trip for the Falcons, who lost 
to Ball State on Friday and Miami 
on Saturday. 
BG head coach Denise Van De 
Walle is still optimistic about the 
young season, because the spikers 
are beginning to play as a unit. 
"We no longer look like a team of 
six individual players." Van De 
Walle said. "We played extremely 
well as a team this weekend." 
THE LADY Falcons were upset 
by Ball State in Muncie, Ind., l5-10, 
15-2, 8-15 and 16-14. This was the 
first time Van De Walle got to see 
her spikers against the the tough 
Ball State squad - the team she 
coached last year. 
At Miami on Saturday, the spik- 
ers lost the match 7^15, 15-7, 1M 
and 15-10. 
BG is now 3-9 overall and 0-4 in 
the Mid-American Conference. 
Van De Walle said the Falcons 
played aggressively at the net and 
displayed good defense throughout 
both matches. 
"This was the best I've seen us 
play," she said. "We are on an 
upswing and we're due for some 
wins." 
Against Ball State, Renee Man- 
waring had 10 kills and two errors 
in 19 attempts, for the team's best 
bitting percentage. 
Other impressive spikers were 
Julaine Flick with 11 kills and one 
error in 27 attempts, and Deb Hop- 
kins with nine kills and two errors 
in 23 attempts. Hopkins also had 20 
digs during the match. 
AS BG'S football team was play- 
ing Miami at Doyt L. Perry Sta- 
dium, the Lady Falcons battled it 
out against the Redskins spikers in 
Oxford. 
Impressive performances were 
given by Hopkins with six kills and 
no errors in 13 attempts, and Flick 
with 11 kills and two.errors in 25 
attempts. 
Falcon kickers win; 
record stands at 5-1-1 
Steve Quinn 
sports reporter 
While most people were looking for- 
ward to the football team's home 
opener against Miami, a hefty crowd 
witnessed Bowling Green's soccer 
team capture its home opener last 
Friday against Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
The Falcons used a combination of 
strong offense and defense to defeat 
the highly touted Panthers 44. WM 
came into Friday's match with a 
fourth place ranking in the mideast 
region and an impressive 1-0 victory 
over 1983 NCAA qualifier Evansville, 
at Evansville. 
But the Panthers gave no indication 
that they were ranked fourth or capa- 
ble of beating a team of Evansville's 
caliber. 
It was BG that lived up to its third 
place mideast ranking and impres- 
sive 4-1-1 pre-match record. • 
The Falcon kickers did nothing that 
they had not been doing in their pre- 
vious six matches. They opened the 
match in their usual fashion by put- 
ting pressure on WM's defense, and it 
did not take very long for BG to go on 
top and give the bleacher filled crowd 
something to cheer about. Dennis 
Wesley tallied the first BG goal when 
he knocked a Neil Ridgway direct 
kick into the Panther net with just 
3:13 expired in the first half. 
"Wesley is definitely a tremendous 
asset to their team, WM coach Dan 
Harris said. "Overall BG was very 
aggressive and hungry. They came 
out hard and got the key goal early. It 
was obvious they wanted the game 
more than they did." 
Thanks to some tough defense there 
was one Falcon who received a rest 
during the first half and that was 
goalkeeper Kim Bucher. Bucber was 
supported by a strong defense and 
was not required to make a single 
save during the first half and but had 
to wake up in the second half to make 
five saves. 
The defense was sparked by some 
fine one-on-one playing by Joe Bar- 
ros. Late in the second half Barros 
was the only player between Panther 
Fabio Meres ana Bucher, but Barros 
prevented Meres from getting any- 
where near the Falcon net. 
"Joe has been a very pleasant 
surprise this year," BG caoch Gary 
Palmisano said. "He knows his limi- 
tations and plays an intelligent 
game." 
But Barros was not the only de- 
fensive gem in Friday's match. 
"Pete Tatley (who replaced an 
injured Bart Market) did an outstand- 
ing job," Palmisano said. "Their 
number 10 (Meres) was real quick but 
Pat Kenney did a good job of marking 
him. Tod Johnson also did a good job 
of marking number 20 (Mike Rowe)." 
While the Falcons remained consis- 
tent in the second half, they quadru- 
pled their first half offensive output. 
Wesley got things going again for 
BG early in the second half when he 
scored his second goal of the match 
with an assist going to Mladen Medan- 
cic. Friday's match marks the second 
two goal performance for Wesley, the 
other one coming against Michigan 
State. He also leads the team in scor- 
ing with eight goals and one assist, 
totalling 17 points. 
"Some people don't realize it but 
there is a lot more to Dennis'role than 
scoring," Palmisano said. "He is able 
to comeback and receive the bail. If 
he can receive the ball it helps main- 
tain possession." 
BG wasted little time in getting its 
third goal when a Mark Jackson shot 
on goal deflected off Kurt Davis' back 
before going into the net. Ridgway 
rounded of the match's scoring at the 
23:51 mark with a penalty kick. 
Ridgway, the team's second lead- 
ing scorer, was tackled by WM goal- 
keeper Kevin Armstrong when 
approaching the net from the right 
side, and was awarded the penalty 
kick. 
"The importance of this whole 
week is that we won two." Palmisano 
said. "It was a total offfensive and 
total defensive effort. Right now we 
can't lose sight of our goals. We have 
been spending alot of time on the 
psychological aspect and the players 
are responding wall." 
Dg news start/Patrick Sandor 
Bowling Green's Pat Kenney (right) prevents Wisconsin-Milwaukee's Fabio Meres (left) from advancing the 
ball in last Friday's win over the Panthers. 
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alcons make nice find in West 
as Meehanshines against MU 
Dg news stall/Jerry Caltaneo 
Miami's John 
goal line for a 
Ramsey (48) puts a late tackle on Bowling Green's Greg Meehan (81) after Meehan crosses the 
Falcon touchdown. 
Fighting heart disease and 
stroke is a life or death matter. 
by Tom Hltek 
sports eOitor 
Iff a long post pattern from Ari- 
zona to Ohio. But Bowling Green was 
on the receiving end of a perfect toss 
this year, and it came in the shape of 
Greg Meehan. 
Meehan, a junior colleger transfer 
from Phoenix, caught nine passes for 
91 yards in the Falcons' ''first in a 
decade" victory over Miami at Doyt 
L. Perry Field Saturday afternoon. 
But, if any was more important, it 
was Median's 10-yard touchdown re- 
ception in the third quarter, which 
provided the margin of victory in the 
17-14 BG triumph. 
It was Median's second touchdown 
reception as a Falcon, and came a 
week after not catching a pass against 
Brigham Young. But, his perfor- 
mance in Saturday's game was no 
surprise to the Miami defense, espe- 
cially to Redskin head coach Tim 
Rose. 
"We had seen him on the films," 
Rose said after his team had dropped 
to 0-3 on the season. "He's a great junior college player - he didn't sur- 
prise us." 
SATURDAY'S PERFORMANCE 
fulfilled the expectations of the BG 
coaching staff which recruited Mee- 
han after his freshman year at 
Scottsdale (Ariz.) Community Col- 
lege, where he caught 33 passes for 
more than 1,000 yards, enroute to 
being named team captain and Most 
Valuable Player. 
Meehan was recruited by BG de- 
fensive coordinator Tim McConnell, 
who served on the football staff at 
Northern Arizona University from 
197M0. Meehan was also sought by 
Fresno State, but decided on BG when 
the Bulldogs gave him the cold shoul- 
der. 
"I didn't even know where Bowling 
Green was at," Meehan said. "I had 
seen their football scores on TV but 
that was about it. But, I was really 
impressed by the coaching staff. 
"I talked to my friends back home, 
and they were asking me where Bowl- 
ing Green was at. They thought Bowl- 
ine Green was in Kentucky, but I kept 
having to tell them, 'No, if s in Ohio*' 
The six-foot-one. 19f>pound sopho- 
more showed a lot of promise in 
spring practice and was a welcome 
sight to the receiving corps which had 
been depleted by the loss of Shawn 
Potts and Greg Taylor - both all-Mid- 
American Conference selections last 
season. 
Greg Meehan 
"I THINK he's a very fine re- 
ceiver," BG head coach Denny Stolz 
said, following Saturday's victory 
which tipped the Falcons' record to 2- 
1. "He's been the best receiver we've 
had since last spring. He's a very, 
very fine football player, and a fine 
example of Junior college programs." 
Median's performance on Satur- 
day didn't include any spectacular 
runs or catches - his longest reception 
was only for IS yards. But each catch 
was the type that keeps important 
scoring drives alive - catching the 
short sideline pass when the Falcons 
were facing crucial-yardage situa- 
tions. 
"They weren't cutting the outs at 
all," Meehan said of his sideline 
routes. "They were trying to cut down 
the middle attack and Stan (Hunter). 
But, Brian (McClure) was throwing 
the ball well and we started moving 
things along." 
For Meehan, the pass-oriented BG 
offense is right down his alley of 
thinking. Most westerners still think 
of Ohio collegiate football In the 
Woody Hayes^ tradition of "three 
yards and a cloud of dust." But with 
passing quarterbacks like McClure 
and Ohio State's Mike Tomzcak, that 
philosophy is quickly changing." 
"We've been throwing the ball 
alot," Meehan said. "And I think the 
MAC style of play is basically western 
football. They throw as much as 
Fresno or San Jose State." 
NO RECEIVER will ever object to 
catching passes, but for Meehan, the 
icing on the cake was the touchdown 
reception with 10 minutes remaining 
in the third quarter. The reception put 
the Falcons on top 17-0, before a MU 
flea-flicker and BG turnover, allowed 
the Redskins to make a game of it in 
the MAC opener for both squads. 
"The touchdown was really big for 
me," Meehan said. "The whole team 
was really pumped up about beating 
Miami, and although I didn't know 
that much about the rivalry, I was 
excited to beat tbem." 
At the onset of the season , Stolz 
said he was hoping quarterback Mc- 
Clure would make the then-uncertain 
receiving corn look good with his 
passing abilities. But after three 
games, it seems that recievers and 
quarterback are happily reciprocat- 
ing the compliments. 
Women harriers capture invite 
Stanley H. Kaplan 
The Smart 
MOVE! 
PREPARATION FOR: 
GMAT-LSAT-GRE 
'sbnfleu-H 3550 s^or Rd- 
KflPMN    Sui,e201 
EDUCATIONAL 
CENTER 
Toledo, Ohio 
536-3701 
>♦— American Heart 
Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FORVOUR LIFE t> 
P-     TUESDAYU-^ 
LADIE'S NIGHT 
with the 
MALE Fantasy Show 
Ladies' Admission $2.00 until 
9:30 p.m.. free after 9:30 
Men's Admission $1.00 after 9:30 
BUTTONS Lounge open fill 9:30 w/no cover 
874-2253 
U.S. 25     ^BUTTON'S 
M7S 
BOWLING QREEN 
1-75 
TOLEDO 
1* J 
Bowling Green's cross 
country teams competed in 
away meets this weekend 
with mixed results as the 
ladies won the Eastern 
Michigan Invitational, 
while the men fell to Mi- 
ami. 
Sophomore Sara Collas 
was BG's top finisher for 
the third wees in a row as 
she placed fourth overall 
with a clocking of 17.26, 
only seven seconds off of 
the school record. Laura 
Murphy was BG's second 
runner, eighth overall, fol- 
lowed by Terri Gindles- 
berger who nailed down 
the tenth position. BG's 
Cathy Schenkel was 
twelfth while Jennie 
Groves and Helen Poe fin- 
ished back-to-back at posi- 
tions fourteen and fifteen. 
"The other teams had 
Sood times," BG coach Sid 
ink said, "but our depth 
was just too much for 
them.'' 
The men's squad didn't 
fair so well as Miami 
downed the Flacons 18-40. 
Three Miami runners tied 
for first, *en aaeonds be- 
fore BG's Tim Brennan 
could cross the finish line. 
TUESDAY SPECIAL 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
CHOW MEIN RICE OR SPAGHETTI 
 (includes salad bjrj  
1450 E. WOOSTER STREET * NIGHTLY SPECIAL: 8-11pm 1/3 lb. Burger, 1/3 lb. Fries 4 Large Coke $2.99 
CANOE TRIP 
DOWN THE SANDUSKY RIVER 
$9.00/person includes canoes and 
transportation. Trip starts and 
ends near Fremont 
SM 
BG's failure to break up 
groups of Miami runners 
was a downfall, according 
to BG coach Mel Brodt. 
"We ran well, but we Just 
didn't score well," Brodt 
said, "the meet was much 
closer than the score indi- 
cates." 
The women run Satur- 
day at the Ball State Invi- 
tational in Muncie, Ind., 
while the men are at home 
against Ball State. 
Bowling Green's wom- 
-en's ■ golf, team-finished 
fifth in a 15-team field at 
the Lady Spartan Inviatio- 
nal in East Lansing, Mich. 
BG recorded a team 
score of 985, placing the 
Falcons 59 strokes behind 
champion Ohio State. 
Susanne Ohlsson was the 
low scorer for the Falcon 
women, recording rounds 
of 7942-80-241. Ohlsson fin- 
ished in the 20th position, 
18 strokes behind tourna- 
ment medalist Nancy Har- 
ris of Minnesota, who 
carded rounds of 71-76-76- 
223. 
GROUND 
THE 
ROCKETS 
$2.99 f 
GRAD STUDENTS 
"Take a break with us" 
Monday and Tuesday 9:00-11:00 
SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES. 
• draft beer 
• well highballs 
• House wines 
12 oz little kings 
Old Milwaukee^ 
• Sigma Nu • Sigma No • Sigma Nu • Sigma Nu • Sigmo Nu • Sigma Nu • Sigma Nu • Sigma Nu • 
The Brothers of Sigma Nu 
are proud to annouce our 
Pledget for Fall '83 
Jim Connelly David Marshall 
John Cummings Paul McClay 
Barry Furrer Craig McClure 
Bill Harris Todd McRoberts 
Jeff Humenik Rodney Nichols 
Bill Irwin Chris North 
Bob Malburg Gary Stewart 
1
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Come on down and relax 
with us in our taperoom or 
secluded Bavarian Room 
Mon-Thurs Night BIG SCREEN FOOTBALL SPECIALS 
SALE 
copies 
OMECOMING 
BANNER 
CONTEST 
open to any group/organization 
Deadline: Sept 28, Wednesday 
Applications and more information 
available in IjAO office 
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A fine weekend for football 
It was a great day for faD football 
last Saturday afternoon on the 
Bowling Green campus. It waa a 
Kod sight to see the tailgatera 
ck out on the parking lots 
surrounding Doyt L. Perry Field, 
and an even better sight to see the 
record crowd that attended BG's 
home opener. 
After being trounced by Brigham 
Young, the Falcons came back in 
fine fashion against the Redskins, 
and it should set the stage for an 
interesting season in the Mid- 
American Conference. But, Just a 
few notes on the weekend that 
didn't make the headlines: 
THE SUN-DRENCHED of 24,409 
paid fans was the second largest 
crowd ever at Perry Stadium, and 
the largest crowd to attend a home 
opener. . . A crowd of 26,680 
jammed Perry Stadium In 1971 to 
see the Falcons get trounced by 
Toledo, 24-7, after opening with 
victories over Ohio, East Carolina 
and Western Michigan. . . That 
record could be broken this season, 
with the addition of the end zone 
seats last year, which expanded 
the stadium capacity to 30,300. . . 
It's too bad the bands couldn't be 
counted in the turnstile count Over 
1,000 musicians from 21 high 
schools participated in the 17th 
annual Band Day. 
The hard hitting wasn't only 
appening on the field. Fists could 
be seen flying in the northwest 
corner of the stands, as BG and 
Miami supporters were obviously 
having some differing opinions. _ . 
Scouts from the New York Giants 
and Pittsburgh Steelers attended 
the game. . . The game was well- 
column one 
by torn hisek 
sports editor 
attended by the media, with most 
major papers In Ohio represented - 
The Plain Dealer, Cincinnati 
Inquirer and Columbus Citizen- 
Journal. 
BG QUARTERBACK Brian 
McClure has vet to throw an 
interception this season. He threw 
5 interceptions last year in the 
Falcons' 17-12 loss at Oxford. . . 
Miami quarterback Todd Rollins 
had a rough time finding open 
receivers besides split end Tom 
Murphy, who hauled In nine 
catches for 181 yards and two 
touchdowns. Rollins only 
completed 17 passes in 42 attempts, 
but picked up 241 yards through the 
air. 
Kansas has to be one of the most 
unpredictable teams in the nation. 
The Jayhawks were unset in their 
home opener by Northern Illinois. 
But the 'Hawks traveled out to Los 
Angeles this weekend and stunned 
lOth-ranked Southern Cal, 26-20. . . 
Brigham Young quarterback Stove 
Young just kept rolling along this 
past weekend in a 46-28 victory 
over Air Force. Young hit on S9 of 
49 passes for 496 yards, completing 
IS straight at one point 
Toledo is undefeated this season, 
yet the Rockets have yet to face a 
really tough challenge. The 
Rockets thrashed Ball State 43-7 
Saturday night. Their first two 
victories came against 
Massachusetts and Richmond. BG 
faces the Rockets in two weeks for 
BG's Homecoming game. The 
Falcons will be trying to avenge a 
24-10 loss at the Glass Bowl last 
season. 
Dhoto/Gotdnef A McLeanJr 
Bowling Green's Greg Meehan (81) and Andre Jackson (28) celebrate a Falcon touchdown. Others watching are 
Miami's Kevin Ziegman (26) and Ron Brlnson (34). and BG's Eric Barnard (65) and Lamont Wagner (26). ^^^ 
Ruggers beat Miami 
by Roger Mcnzorella 
sports reporter  
Like two old boxers, the Bowline 
Green and Miami rugby teams stood 
toe to toe and traded blows last Satur- 
day at College Park Field. Despite 
losing the crucial first match in the 
final second, 20-19, the Falcons came 
back to win the final two in the triple- 
header, 11-4 and 204. 
A CROWD of 300 rugby diehards 
saw what had to be one of the most 
exciting matches ever played on this 
campus. From the first minute to the 
last second, both teams put on a 
tremendous display of offensive fire- 
power and hard nose tackling from 
one end of the field to the other. 
"It would have been fitting for the 
match to end in a tie," BG coach Bill 
Cotton said. "Everyone of them gave 
their all and I am proud of each one of 
them." . 
What ended up being a squeaky 
tight match, at first appeared to be 
heading for a Miami blowout. A clear- 
ing kick in the first minute of play by 
a BG back was blocked by Redskin 
 I'Kevin ner,.who gafljered in the tees* 
ball and waltzed into the end zone 
untouched. 
ANY LEAD in this game, however, 
was to be shortlived and would even- 
tually cahange hands a total of .10 
times. Stung, the Falcons wasted no 
time in grabbing back the lead, as 
flyhalf Scott Huff twisted his way 
through half of the Redskin defense 
for a try under the posts. Glen 
Schwab's conversion put BG on top 6- 
Miami went back on top when full- 
back Bob Moses found a hole on the 
outside of the Falcon defense to score 
a try in the corner. Not only did 
Miami lead 84, but they had discov- 
ered a weakness they would exploit 
the rest of the day. 
With the half nearly over, the two 
teams traded punches one final time 
as BG's Schwab hit a 45-yard penalty 
kick and a 9-8 BG lead. Miami's Iler 
turned the corner on the outside again 
and bulled his way over the goal line 
for a try and a 12-9 halftime lead. 
BG's Steve Carte and Schwab put 
the Falcons ahead for the final time 
with, a drop kick and a penalty kick 
Bengals' Johnson no 
threat to Alexander 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cincinnati 
Bengals running back Charles Alex- 
ander says he isn't concerned that his 
role will be substantially reduced 
when fullback Pete Johnson returns 
from a four-game drug suspension. 
Alexander, who has filled in for 
Johnson at fullback, also says it re- 
mains to be seen whether the coaches 
return Alexander to his former posi- 
tion at halfback. 
"I dont suspect Pete will come in 
and be in that kind of condition to be 
able to play the whole game," Alexan- 
der said. I just want to win some 
football games." 
Cincinnati Coach Forrest Gregg has 
said Johnson is overweight ananas a 
pulled teg muscle. Gregg said last 
week that he doesn't anticipate John- 
son will be ready to play this Sunday 
when the Bengals play host to the 
Baltimore Colts. 
The Bengals, who won their first 
game this season by beating the win- 
less Tampa Bay Buccaneers 23-17 on 
Sunday in Tampa, Fia.     «       » 
ACROSS SO Wastes time 
1 Angora 52 Owen Verdon role 
5 Horns ot the       54 Fiber (or rope 
moon 56 Office-holder 
10 Scrutinize 81 Snakeless land 
14 Dawn, In Madrid 82 Beak 
15 "Pater Grimes," 83 Word with hand 
forone or land 
18 Paducah'a river 84 Join the pep rally 
17 Scottish dance        crowd 
18 Velocity            65 Household need 
10 Chape                 88 Prlma donna 
£0 Pulse-takers, In 67 otCleves 
a way 88 Copy machine 
{22 "Tin Man" Jack      material 
23 "Woman of the 69 Ancient kingdom 
 " of SW Asia 
24 Eddy 
26 DC time 
20 Soft, light 
fabrics 
31 P'o curve 
34 Missing link, 
perhaps 
36 Candidate's asset 
38 Arizona river 
21 Brlatle 
22 Sound of 
displeasure 
25 Very small 
28 Enthusiastic 
27 Small plug 
28 Candidates' 
medium 
30 Used up 
32 Glower 
33 Transmits 
35 Prefix with Beth 
or Heath 
37 Musician's need 
39 Investigates 
42 Towering 
43 Diamonds, to a 
y*gg 
44 More portly 
45 Tiller 
1 Irving protagonist 43 Nook 
2 Spread & "Divine Comedy" 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
DOWN 
3 Biblical brother 
4 Reckon 
5 "The Black Rose' 
author 
author 
53 Home 
39Turnrlflhtl $ %£Z^ 
40 Dramatic conflict 'TO* 
41 Candidate's goal  8 Put the squeeze 
Cunning « ?n„  , 
48Accr,.,w„h1»^- 
47R.U- "WWO.56* 
49 Literary 
monogram 
12 Assistant 
13 Prying 
54 Evening, 
in Mllano 
55 Do a Tuesday 
chore 
57 Meal time 
58 Wicked 
59 Leningrad's river 
Across 60 Streetcar, in 
Britain 
62 Concorde 
•Available at your  favorite local  carryout   or tavern. 
352-3EER Bowling Green Beverage 353-BEERj 
The NBA 
comes to Toledo! 
Chicago 
BULLS 
Suede* October 16, 1983 
Bane Time - 6:30 pjn. 
vs 
A 
ARTHRITIS 
FOUNDATION 
Detroit 
PISTONS 
CentwnnJal Hel/Unrtersity of Toledo 
TICKETS AVAILABLE 
Beti Boogie Records, Bo* Had Shads. AH Abbey Roe. Stow, Al rndm Rteotris 
and the Centennial Hal Box Office 
For MastarcatrJ/ViM sales and general Infarmation caN 537-4231 
JL 
10 bg newt/september 27,1983 
Iowa's Fry 
overjoyed 
by Hawk win 
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) - Iowa 
football coach Harden Fry says be 
took a gamble and that it paid off in 
No. 7 Iowa'i -W.4 Big Ten Conference 
victory over No. 3 Ohio State. 
The only Big Ten team that has 
survived the first three weeks of the 
season with an unblemished record is 
Iowa, the one-time also-ran that has 
made incredible strides under Fry the 
last three years. 
Iowa's victory Saturday was its 
first over Ohio State since 1962. 
Fry wasn't going to get caught 
making any brash predictions about 
the conference race, not with a trip to 
Illinois coming up next Saturday and 
a visit to Michigan looming down the 
road. 
"To win the ballgame and still 
make some mistakes, that's gratify- 
ing," Fry said. "But we can become 
better. My players are realistic. 
There's a long road ahead. They 
aren't jumping up and down in the 
locker room." 
There was considerable celebration 
earlier, though, when Chuck Long 
hooked up with Dave Moritz on a third 
down, 73-yard bomb for the decisive 
touchdown with 4 minutes, 25 seconds 
left in the game. 
Long laid a perfect pass into the 
hands of Moritz, who caught the ball 
at the Ohio State 37 and zigzagged his 
way to the end zone to elude a diving 
Buckeye defender, Shaun Gayle. 
The touchdown gave Iowa a 20-7 
lead and offset an excellent Ohio State 
drive  that  followed.   Quarterback 
had a subpar Mike Tomczak, who 
day, capped the 68-yard march with a 
4-yard touchdown pass to fullback 
Vaughn Broadnax. 
"what a fantastic game." Fry said. 
"I think everybody would have been 
ready to string me up if that long pass 
hadn't worked, or iflt had beenTnter- 
cepted. 
''But I'm sure Ohio State didn't 
think we'd do it. They probably 
thought we'd run the ball and then 
sports- 
have to punt so they'd get the ball 
back. Instead, I gambled and it 
worked." 
Ohio State got one more chance 
after Broadnax's touchdown, but 
Devon Mitchell's interception with 22 
seconds left snuffed the Buckeyes' 
hopes. 
Long outdueled Tomczak, complet- 
ing 16 of 38 for 278 yards. Tomczak, 
who had been leading the nation in 
passing efficiency, hit only 13 of 34 for 
125 yards . 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
September 27, 1963 
The tosowmg employers wfl be on 
campus th# week of October   10. 
1083 to interview altereated candV 
dates 
Sign-Up on Wednesday. September 
28. for the loftowmg schedules Stgrv 
Up wfl be held m the Forum of the 
Student Services Busang from 7 30 
AM lo 8 00 AM for Employer 
Schedutos (Business. Government. 
Agencies, and Graduate Schools) 
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE 
TURNED IN FOB EACH INTERVIEW 
OR OVERFLOW YOU SCHEDULE 
Startup PROCEDURE: At the time of 
sign-up. you must present Student 
ID. along with a copy of your Creden- 
tial Form lor each interview or over- 
flow you schedule Qualified 
canrjdatee are those who meet the 
academic degrees, majors and grad- 
uation dates requested by the em- 
ployers Wed below Those who do 
not meet these reourrements wit not 
be sKennewed. Onty permanent resi- 
dents (U S citizens) ere considered 
unless otherwise ideated The num- 
ber «i 0 indicates the number ol 
schedules requested by the em- 
ployer (<) indicates the employer has 
also scheduled a recruiting dale m the 
Spring 
TEXACO. INC., 
10 10 83 GEOLOGY DEPT GEOL- 
OGISTS   GEOPHYSICISTS   BrM/D' 
Geol Geophys Dec and May Grade 
(1)    12   slots     (Oct     11    a    12 
Canceled) 
HUNTINGION NATIONAL BANK. 
TOLEDO. OH.. 
10-1183. MGMT TRNEE   B/Acct 
F«i    Mktg . Gen   Bus   Dec , May. 
Aug   Grada   CREDIT ANAL   EVFIn. 
Acct. Dec    May   Aug   Grada   Al 
above prefer GPA 3 0 overs! and m 
major (1) 6 slots 
NATIONWIDE INSURANCE CO., 
Columbus. Oh.. 
10-11-83      PROGRAMMERS 
B/Comp  So . MIS. Dec  Grada  (1) 
10 slots 
<•) PAUL HARRIS STORES, 
INDIANAPOLIS, IN. 
10-13-83   ASST    MGR      B/Fesh 
Merch . Home Econ . Mktg . Retaa- 
mg. Dec Grade (1)11 slots 
(•) LIB8EY-OWENS-FORD CO. 
(Qlaaa Division) Toledo. OR 
10-13-83 ORGANIC RESRCH 
CHEMIST ANALYTICAL CHEMIST 
SR ' ANALYTICAL CHEMIST MS. 
PhD m Chem. Dec . May. Aug 
Grads HI 12 slots 
LIBBEY-OWENS-FORD CO. 
(Glass Division) Toledo. OH. 
Changed date from 10*13-83 to 2- 
18-84 tor Acct. majors 
(i) MMRWaV, WILLIAMS COMPANY. 
Cleveland, OH. 
10-1143. MT. AUOrTMO. B/Acct . 
Ft). Dec Grade, than May Grads If 
•IMS I saatlll. NT AUOfTrNG LEAD- 
NO TO OTHER OPPOPrrUNfTefS: 
B/Mkt wKh Acct courses. Dae. 
Grads then Mm Gred if slots even 
able (1) 13 slots NT AUOfTNG 
NT AUOfTNG LEADNG TO OTHER 
OPPORTUNITIES Same a* above. 
May Grade only (1)13 slots STORE 
MGR TRNEE B/SeaYioySeres Re 
Bang Mkf Rsercft. Dec. and May 
Grads (1) 13 sW NOTE: ALL POSI- 
TIONS ABOVE prefer 2 9 1 OPA 
over el end In major Al Inlerrleweee 
bring copy of currant aaneenpta lo 
the Interview. 
It) AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY 
CORP. 
10-12-83   SALES   REP:   B/Mklg 
Dec Grads (1) 13 slots 
10-12-83 STAFF ACCT: B7M Acct, 
Dec end May Grada (1) 13 Matt 
10-12-83 SALES REP. B/M Cat ol 
Bus  Adm . Ub  Am 10-13-83 Lire 
So . Dec  Grade, then May Grade if 
Avertable ID 13 slots each dale. 
<«) THE HKMCE COMPANY, 
Clevelend, Oh., 
10-12-83 SALES SALES MGMT 
LEADING TO BUYER B/Mklg Retail 
rng. Fash   Merch.. Dec. Grade   (2) 
12 slots each schedule 
TOUCHE ROM t COMPANY, 
Virtour, locations 
1012-83 STAFF AUDITORS 
B/Acct, Dec . May. Aug Grada (2) 
Toledo/Detroit area. 12 slots each 
schedule: (2) Cleveland era*, 13 
slots each schedule. (1) OeytonlCinci 
•res*. 13 slots (1) Columbus aree. 
13 slots Those inleiestod In an aree 
not toted may signup any eiaaahls 
slot 
(I) BANK ONE. 
DAYTON. NA, DAYTON. OK. 
10-13-83  MGMT    TRNEE:   B/Frn . 
Econ.   Mktg.   Oan   Bus..   Mgrnt . 
HUM Dec  Grade (2) 1 2 slots each 
schedule 
DELUXE CHECK PRINTERS, INC 
CLEVELAND. OH 
10-1343 SALES REP TRNEE: BYki 
Coi ol Bus  Admin . Dec  and May 
Grade ID 10 Mots. 
(•) XEROX CORPORATION, 
Rochester, NY- 
Changed dale from 10-13-83 lo 10- 
27-83 Sign-Up on Oct  12. 
MPWaWDLV ICE CREAM CORP. 
TROY, OR 
10-13-83.   MGR    TRNEE   B/Reel 
Mgrnt. Food Sa.iNutr, Home Econ 
or majors In Col   Bus. Aomin, Dae. 
Orads Bring completed App to inter- 
view. (I) 10 slots 
TRW. INC. 
CLEVELAND, OHJO- 
10-13-83    STAFF    AUDITOR: 
B/Acct. Dec arid May Orads (1)11 
TOUCHE ROM * COMPANY, 
CLEVELAND. OH. 
10-13-83 ACCT  DEPT  ACCOUNT- 
NO 1 TAX INTERNS  Junior Status 
Acct majors. (1) 6 slots 
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Of INTERNATIONAL MANAGE- 
MENT. OLENOALE, AZ 10-14-83. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL. Al majors al 
degree levels. Dae, May, Aug. 
Grsds (1) 12 slots 
M) CENTRAL INSURANCE CO. 
VAN wen, OR 
Changed data trom 10-14-83 to 10- 
21-83   Sign Up on Oct   5 
PRICE WATERHOUSE t COMPANY, 
VARKXIS LOCATIONS 
10-14-83  STAFF   ACCT:   B/Acct. 
Dae. and May Grads  (t) Clevelend. 
(1) Columbus. (1) Toledo   12 slots 
ear* schedule.  
riltami   Falcon   1 Bears   Dance 
Ctefx Wed. Sept. 28 at 7:10 In the 
N.E. Commons H you lite to square 
HEALTH CARE CLUB- Open to al 
rtaafth care edmn majors and health 
reared fWda.  introductory meeting 
Oct .5. 8:30 pm,102 BA  
Skiers dea't miss the Ski Club 
reusing on Wad. Sept. 28 at 7:24. 
Located ki 070 Overmen Hall Oat 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Typing    Clllll—ui I.   theaa.   ate 
352-0835 or 372-2281  
Typing-low rates. Check out our pro- 
lllllonati typed end written reeumeo 
loo 352-5787  
Word procoaalnQ for research pe- 
pere. resumes, theaa. rjessrtatlons. 
etc Cal PWP 352-2838 after 
5 30 or Anytime weekends.  
PERSONALS 
Thenks S.C.U. 
A big beared thenkyou to our Phi Pal 
Bathtub coaches Joe Adams. Jim 
Dam, and Mke Burning. You guys 
were greet' Love, the Gamma Piss 
'A MATCH MADE M HEAVEN' 
CONGRATS    TO    OEOROE    AND 
JUDY ON YOUR   ENGAGEMENT   I 
WISH YOU ALL THE BEST! YOU 
ARE BOTH SPECIAL TO ME. AND 
YOU WILL MAKE A .SUPER. COU- 
PLE. (THANKS FOR  MAKINO MY 
WEEKII) LOVE FRANK ■  
Attention eN Gamma Phla: In oiac- 
tfy 120 hoars "Red Hot QOO PHOO 
BOO'begin.. Who's your lucky 
man? The Gemma Phis are on the 
morel 
rXrhXsRATULATIONS ON YOUR EN 
GAOEMENTS AND GOOO LUCK' 
PHL 8 USA. STEVE 8 CNOY. 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU. 
CONQRATULATIONS RHONOA AND 
KEITH ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT 
BEST WISHES FOR A HAPPY FU- 
TURE^  
SUBSCRIBE NOW to the Festival 
Series and see the Warms Choir Boys 
lor as eme as $3 75 Phone: 372- 
0171.  
OREEK NTTE IS tACKII 
EVERY MON 8PM CLOSE 
SAM B'SII 107 STATE ST. 
AT 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME 
HAPPY BtRTHOAY TO ME 
HAPPY BrRTHOAY DEAR ME 
HAPPY BrRTHOAY TO ME 
RICH LAWRENCE 
Ml lisll tor Llto meeting lob, held 
it ttM Confawstncs noon, Si. 
Thomas Mora at 7:00 p.m. tonight - 
Tuesday, lisliatlir 27. Bowling 
Green   ragtit-to-LHa   will   be   the 
In au eme is> nglorwjhl 
M 7.30, 113 BA "Surprise Event". 
Al at wstooms. Member argn-upa 
era be taken   Refreshments wtl be 
served  
Wsam In CommunicsUons. toe. 
OajajaaatJaeaJ Meeting Tonight 
7 30pm in Mac North Lounge 
LOST AND FOUND 
Found watch near Math Set Bktg 
Wed. am   Claim at Campus Safety 
and Security  
Loal At Uptown Bit6. One gray wool 
blazer and one maroon EKT racket If 
found please cat Juse si 372-5420 
after Tea. 
LOST rg orange 8 wht. tiger mete 
neutered cat. wht cheat, alomach 8 
paw*. Friendly family pat, answers to 
Petey Needs medicine defy Lost n 
vBrnay of Sand Ridge a Maple Re- 
ward II found a returned Please cal 
353-5815 days or 352-4507 eves. 
Lost set of keys outside ol Education 
BMg Cat 372 5546  
-ATTENTION- 
Cor-Jn a Krerecher residents 
ON SEPT 28—2B ELECT 
DENNIS VtCCHIARELLI 
FOR DISTRICT 5 USG REP 
BG STUDENTS 
VOTE 
KAREN STEVENS 
lor 
DISTRICT #3 REP 
SEPT. 28—29 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA UL SIS 
TUES SEPT  27 a 
THURS SEPT 20 
7:30 to 9 30 pm ATO HOUSE 
COME FOR A GREAT TIME 
HUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
Check u« lor km 
sHk screening pricee. 
Jama N' Things. 531 Ridge St. 
CHI-O'S ARE FINE. BUT SIC—SIC. 
YOU   MADE    A    MISTAKE.    CUZ 
THOSE KAPPA GAMMA PLEDGES 
ARE REALLY OREATII  
Congratulations ATO Footbel payers 
on your second victory (2-0) Keep up 
the good work' 
Have s case ol the enjoys 
Happy Hour everyday M 4 
Dowrrtown enjoy Little King xtl 
HEAOLNES:  EDO* MUNSTER  
PNNEOI BY A OOVVBOYI CON- 
ORATULATrONS—LOVE, MARLO. 
FRED,   CHUCK.   CALENDER   BOY 
ANO POOL SHARK.  
HEY FIJI'S 
GOOO JOB  FOOTBALLERS,  GET 
PSYCHED   PLEDGES!   BROTHERS 
BEWARE THE DRUMS SAY THAT 
FLU rSLANO IS NEARI GET PUR- 
PLE—TJ  
HOUOAYNN-'-MTV 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT 
 AU THE TIME'  
»= YOU LOVE SOMETHNO 
SET IT FREE 
r rr COMES BACK TO YOU- 
rrs YOURS 
IF IT DOESN-T- 
THEN IT WAS NEVER MEANT TO BE 
I HOPE ONE DAY YOU COME BACK 
TO ME' BUT RIGHT NOW I AM 
HAPPY JUST BEING YOUR FRIEND 
Jenny Shrnsberry. So Ittle time, and 
so much to do I just wanted you to 
know I'm thinking about you. I'm 
happy to have you as one of my new 
Kapps sisters. Almoo  
JM, Msehete, and Tease: Thenks so 
much tor being so special end 
giving the baby such a greet 20th. 
You guvs are tentttel! 
■JwYs,tab,  
•tOtft   tl*#   easta>Wlag   efKI 
Club-Membership 
through Friday, first 
el ill   ■   — — aaaaaal araaaa. — OttTrw coniinyrrpg 
Itoar aVA. Btttg, 
LEVt JEAN SKJRTS 
REG   $28 95. Now $19 95 
JEANS N   THINGS 
 531 RidoeSt  
Loet an ADPf Atliesaun Pm Helpl 
Or an roomie wM kill met K tound 
oenucl AOPI house 2-2*40 
MEET THE BROTHERS OF SAEI 
LITTLE SIS RUSH TOMOHT-THE 
I7TH AT 7:30 OTHER DATES ARE 
aEPTJSTH AMD OCT.4TH AT 7:K. 
Merfcan Fiesta Nkjhf Join us lor a 
Moacan least M the Alpha Delta PI 
house - 5.30 on Wad. RUSH THE 
BESTII  
WFALS BUTTONS 
ROCK NfTE SEPT. 28 
BUSES LEAVE UNtON 
830,830.1030.11:15 
OVffraYtTwVaHPOfaaM        PpiRaWJttlTfl,        3tU0+fTl 
Coasaaiar Union, 7:20 Wad., Ode- 
bar 5. 304 Messliy Hall -"Thenks 
S.C.U." ■-  
Paula and SrantwnOriiyMiaaluia 
on your Alpha XI Delta Dens Tau Delta 
Ptmngt You had everyone tooled, 
except   me    Beat  of  Luckt   Love 
mt  
 Ttwaan) SCJJ.  
Renl Good Rossr Skatee 
82  par  hour.  PurceTs  Bike  Shop 
352-8284  
RUSH SAE LiTTlE SISI 
RUSH SAE LITTLE SISI 
RUSH SAE LITTLE SISI 
SKATHM CLUB TONIGHT 
O-tO PM ot the tCt ARENA 
SMara  ajM  aa|°hod  tor  Jackson 
Hah) Wyo. end • whole tot morel 
Attend the B.Q.S.U. Ski Club mast- 
ing Wad. Sept. 28 M 7:20 hard In . 
070 Ovsnaaa Hart 8U Ya aVara. 
TUESDAY  M  SAM B'S T-SHIRT 
DAVI T-SHIRTS ON SALE 13.00 
EACH AU DAY. EVERY TUES. M 
SAM B'S BAR.  
Al right PI Kappa' Two big VtCTO 
RES' Wednesday nee. mats 2-0 lor 
you 'A' Teem, and 1—1 for you big 
•B... Let's keep » up and ta awamu- 
ral tootbal CHAMPtONSHP la ours' 
The Saahg and Sales Mgrnt Club 
comrnmee era* Interview penal «l 
be Wednaedey. Sept. 28 from 7:00 
em ■ 9:00 pm . rm 277 BA 
To Big Krta-1 an so happy that I'm 
your eras, because you're the beat 
fnend an AOPI could ask for. I love 
youl Lime Use.  
TO MY HO ANCHORS KJTTY a HEF: 
WHAT MORE COULD A IX' 
ANCHOR ASK FOR? I LOVE YOU- 
LORI  
RUSH PUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
ALP AH TAU OMEGA UL SIS 
TUES SEPT. 27 8 
THURS. SEPT. 28 
7 30 to 8:30 pm ATO House 
COME FOR A GREAT TIME 
RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH RUSH 
P'*{WaaeflT' PWaMl HMp7 
Cal E.M.PA 352-8111 or 352- 
0082  
$5 00 Style Special 
et the Falcon Capper 
352-8200 Ask tor Arm 
VOTE PARKER and EASTWOOD 
USG OFF-CAMPU8 REPS 
SEPT 28 29 
"TWO FOR YOU N USO" 
WFAL 8 BUTTONS ROCKNITE 
WEDNESOAY - SEPT. 28 
$ I 00 ADMISSION WITH BG   10 
FRESHMEN WELCOME! 
PLANNtNQ A PARTY? 
FOR     GUARANTEED     SUCCESSI 
FANTASTIC MUStCI AND A ONSAT 
TIME-YOU NEED THE PARTY PEO- 
PLE. CALL Cheryl Henke 372-2107. 
Stress Reduction with Hypnosa 352- 
8777.  
Fat Tune-up Specus 
112 95 
Purcels Bate Shop 352-8284 
FESTIVAL   SERIES   tickets   are   Ml 
siiatorrls. Don't maw your chance to 
sea  four   greet  concerts11   Phone: 
3720171.  
SUBSCRIBE NOW to the 188344 
Festival Series and aaa world re- 
nowned Artists for as little as S3.75 a 
cojicar^hone372^17^^^^^ 
WANTED 
NEEDED   aWasTJ.   1F.TO   SHAM 
APT. W/3 OTHER GIRLS VERY 
CLOSE   TO   CAMPUS.   I500ISEM. 
CALL NOWI 282*882.  
Maua Camera SLR, Inlirnksegis 
Ma leneee.  Can  Vtokl  24828 or 
HELP WANT 
The Student Employment Program 
Office is m need ol student to « the 
fotowtng lobsi The pceitlone astad 
below naad lo be luted ss soon as 
aesstblsl If you are interested, 
please spply si 480 Student Services 
Bktg Don't lorgel to bring your stu- 
dsnt O or driver's acenee 
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS: 
0-17: Counter Clerk. 0-30: Recep- 
ticnat. 0-33 Typist with math SUM. 
0-38: Genera Clerical. 0-37: Cteri- 
oal lor a peych major, 0-3B: Secre- 
tory with 45 wpm typing. OM-7 
Stockroom   Ant    wtth   Chemistry 
background. OM-15 Nighl Director 
tor Commuter Cantor, OM-40 Nude 
Ufa Drawing Modal. OM-45 Brn 
Orflce Assistant. OM 77 Scene Shop 
ASM. R-2 Ospt Assl for rastory 
nator/rMnor, R-11: TV Shadar R-14: 
Ecology Aaat.R-17 Photo Assl. R- 
21 TV Producer. R 23 Tutor R-45 
Appla Lab CorauSant a R 49 Animal 
Caretaker 
REGULAR STUDENTS: 
OM-8 Teachers Aide for Ed. Major, 
OM 17 Nude LHa Drawing Modal. 
OM-50 Athietic Tranar. OM 55 
Teachara Aaat for smal chadren. R 
4: TV TactMcaf Assl . R-13: Tele- 
scope Assl. R 48 Math Paper 
Grader 
 mil        Ulttssrs 
House parerrXs) Na* petorsweat 
Farms - EacaYig community lor Autis- 
tic Adults   Wtatohouaa. Oh   478- 
8B88  
Student tor e/it housekeeping, some 
chid  care,  3  attarnoona  weekly 
natarancaaMiciisisry 352-8533 
Earn rJotavs setang Avon Products 
For more Information pieese cal 
PhySe M 382 5833  
Need a lesiionaajle Inrpridusi who 
enjoys chadren to provide chid care 
in my home weekdays se needed 
cat Linda 352 3158 
Earn extra money Become an evje. 
pendant dealer eetang ■vgenious art 
pcetera Send 12 50 tor eaaaog and 
inlormation to Castle Arts. P O Bo» 
587A, Alavriorrl. NY 12009. 
EARN MONEY AND 0AM VALU- 
ABLE EXPERIENCE SELLH4G DiS- 
PI.AY ADVERTISING IN THE 
TOLEDO AREA FOR THE 80 NEWS 
MUST HAVE CAR. APPLY 188 UNS- 
VERSITY HALL 872-2M1. 
FOR SALE 
DON'T MMS THMj-Evarylhing a 
NEWI Top Brands. T-Shata. Sporta- 
rerta. Tops, Hata tor man, woman. 
daoran. Al SUee kaulsted Coats, 
kid. XXL Everything a to be sold at 
or batow ittnlnell COM Thai at 
worth toahg your Mends Sun , Mon . 
Tue. 1 2.00-8 00 308 S Entarprae. 
BO  
4 shall stereo stand w/gtoM door. 
Very   good  oond    asking   $60.00 
382-2778. 
Leather Cost: Fur mad. hooded and 
vary   warm,  weret length.   150 00 
354-2182  
9 weak old pupa Mother a rare- 
breed Austranan Shepherd Pupa are 
rev/ay Inteagsnl Eiceeent wah era- 
dren Wormed. S16. Cat 352 5549 
or 372-2111 
Coupon  books   tor 
$70 00 - 352-2776 
Asking 
'76 Muakwj 4 speed, tow iiilligi. 
■lltalsilt cond. Asking $1850 or 
beat offer Cal 352-2764 after 5 30 
FOR RENT 
Need 4 th lemete to IS 2 bdrm  apt 
362-7386  
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT Nevrty 
ilsDutetod, SMII ijuitaki tor waadtog 
rscapttora, banquets, traterrary and 
sorority lunctiona 2 large rooms, 
band stand, and dance floor, toncad 
courtyard with tabtoa. Kitchen 
ecsapped wah stove and refrigera- 
tors. For more Into cal 362-9378 
After 6 cat 352-7324. 
SENIORS: 
Leave Your Mark at BGSU! 
Schedule your Senior Portrait 
for the 1984 Yearbook 
TODAY! 
I'll take one! 
Tht pricf goes up on Januart I, 
1984. lo $16.95. 
Name 
□ 
a 
I'LL TAKE A YEARBOOk. 
tharee the co»l (114.151 lo rm 
sccoaM. Do MI pa> for >our book 
ualH >oa arc killed b> lae B.rsar. 
I WON-T BE HERE 
m VplrmlKT. IV84. Mail ia> hunk lu 
Ihr addrrv. un ihr back of Ihi. card 
and hill m<- V1.08. 
S.S. No. •wild rani lo K.KV Office. JIB Stearat Strvlcn Bid,„ a> 
naps. mall. 
372-0086 
310 Student Services 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
3. Tin? KEY. Us YOU. 
